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Errata

Dr. Thom Cavalli's feature in Vol.9 No.1 of the Alchemy Journal should,
of course, read as 'Alchemical Spirituality,' and not as 'Alchemical
Sprituality.' This error appears on pages 3 and 29 of the
aforementioned issue.
The poem , '!Enigma Philosophicum ,' published on page 70 of Vol.9 No.1
of the Alchemy Journal and credited to D.D.W. Bedman , was actually
written by D.D.W. Redman. As Alan Pritchard graciously pointed out,
th e name was corrected in the errata at the end of Theatrum Chemicum
Britannicum. By Alan's admission, "An obscure point, since I don't
believe that I have ever seen the poem or author discussed anywhere."
But the publishers and readers of this Journal thank you, Alan.
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FROM THE FIRE
' ' Alchemy is philosophy; it is the philosophy,

often be called the Philosophy by Fire (alchemy)." The

the seeking out of THE SoPHIA in the mind." So

reader will know Her by these names, and wi ll nnd Her

wrote a remarkable young woman from Hamp-

elsewhere as Eve, Venus, Latona, B?balon, Aph rod ite

shire, Mary Anne South (later Atwood) - authoress of

of the Hermetic Androgyne, the Whyte Wyfe, Tiamat,

the highly influ ential spiritual alchemical masterpiece

and wander ing Cynthia (the Moon). She is the Blessed

of 1850, A Suggestive Inquiry into the Hermetic Mys-

Lady Underground ... "the virgin earth" and "subject

tery, With a Dissertation on the More Celebrated of the
Alchemical Philosophers, Being an Attempt towards the
Recovery of the Ancient Experiment of Nature - in a

of [our] Great Work " as noted by the enigmatic Master

private notebook . This quest for, this attainment of,

tina of Sweden, Perenelle Flamel, Rebecca Vau ghan ,

or perhaps more appropriately, reunion with Sophia -

and Theosebeia (soror mystica of Zosirnos) - and,

Alchemist, Fulcanelli . Externally embodied as Maria
Prophetissa (Mary the Jewess), Kleopatra, Queen Chris-

She who, according to Arthur John Hopkins in Alchemy,

indeed, as the fema le contributo rs to this Journal-

Child of Greek Philosophy, "bridges the chasm between

She must be acknowledged and honoured before Her

God and man" - is the essential corner stone of the

presence can be understood. This engagement with

successful pursuit of "holy Alkimy." As the kabbalistic

the alchemical feminine is dedicated to my late mother,

Binah, the Universa l Mother, or lmma (aima), Sophia is

Marion Hardacre (nee Day), and to Marissa Newell's late

understanding, or the reception of Wisdom: portal to

mother, Runna Newell (nee Marcelo), the latter of whom

the Magnum Op us of our regeneration. In the pages of

passed away during the production of th is publication.

this Alchemy Journal, the reader will know Her as Lady

By these women are we transfo rm ed. To close, the

Alchymia, clad in flowing robes, with hair of nre ; as the

words of the 12'h century German abbess, poet, lingu ist,

strong left-hand or Boaz pillar of Solomon's Temple;

herbalist, physician , natural philosopher, and visionary,

and as the passive or resistive principle or patient-

the Blessed Hildega rd of Bingen :

the feminine aspect of God. She will emerge from Her
occu lt toils as t he Mother-Space, Chaos, Prima Mate-

You of the wh irling w ings,

ria, the Unmanifest, the Alkahest, Celestial Virgin, and
Mulaprakriti; as the Anima Mundi, the universal an imating principle often referred to as the soul of the
world; as a hyperdimensional matrix , and as infinite
potential. She wi ll be known as entropy, Our Mother

circling, encompass ing energy of God:

(mere), and by a sea (mer) of monikers: Isis, Demeter,

you quicken the world in your clasp .
One wing soars in heaven,
one wing sweeps the Earth,
and the third flies all around us.

Mary, Shakti, Maya , Kal i, and our most beautiful Diana .
The virtuous reader w ill consider Her as more than a

Praise to Soph ia!

mere aspect of God, and recognise Her as a Divine Being

Let all the Earth praise her! 1::.

of Her own right: the Shekh inah, the Mother of both
our beloved alchemical Queen (Luna) and King (Sol),

Paul Hardacre

and likened to the Quintessence itse lf. As Nature -

Editor

She of Unerring Instinct - She acts as the paramount
guide to aspirants to the Stone, before even "Reason,
Experience and Reading." ' As "the container of the
trip le nre of the su pernal spheres of the Tree of Life,"
She will be seen to be, as Rubaphilos Salfluere says,

Mater Afchemae, "the very embodiment of what has

' "In Chymicis versanti Natura, Ratio, Experientia and /ectio, sint
Dux, scipio, perspici/io and /ompas" (or, "To him who concerns
himself with Al chemy , may Nature, Reason, Experience and
Rea ding be guide, staff, spectacles and lantern " ), from Emblem
XLII of Atalanta Fugiens (1618 ) by the Count of the Imperia l
Consistory , Doctor of Medicine and Free Knight of the Empire,
Michael Maier.
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A schooL of ancient' teachings irL its
fmaL transformatiorL
he Mystery School tradition has existed
for many thousands of years, but it was
not until 3,000 years ago that such
schools were organised into a system and
brought to the world in their current form.
That incredible work was undertaken by King
Solomon the Great as he took the Hermetic
teachings and organised them into more concise teachable components, so that students
would not necessarily need to spend many
years in a residential school getting to know

T

the Mysteries. Solomon gathered more
300,000 medicine people from around the
world who together worked for over 30 years
on developing a unified system. Today that
system is embodied in the Mystery School tra<dition. These teachings help humans to understand themselves better, and form the core of
our School. Reflective of humanity's resurgent interest in, and recently increased access
to, the Mysteries, we at the Rocky Mountain
Mystery School have decided to modernise
the School and change its name. We are now
calling this form the Modern Mystery School
(visit www. modernmysteryschool.com) .

Vol.10 No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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Students of the Modern Mystery School

"Students of the Mystery School then return home to integrate the
techniques taught into their life, enjoying the benefits as the seeds of
knowledge grow into the fruits of wisdom."
As the lineage of these incredible teachings
evolves, so does the form that is presented to
the world. In the old days, a seeker would have
to climb a mountain with a goat strapped to
hls or her back, for sacrifice at the Temple. The
next few years would then be spent in rigorous
daily study and training, living as a monk or a
nun under harsh conditions. Today a seeker of
truth does not have to travel so far; can select
the subject that he or she would like to study,
join fellow students in pleasant surroundings,
and absorb the ancient knowledge shared at our
School. Students of the Mystery School then
return home to integrate the techniques taught
into their life, enjoying the benefits as the seeds
of knowledge grow into the fruits of wisdom.
The Modern Mystery School has further modernised with blogs, webinars, chat rooms, and
online support, plus eBooks, audio CDs, books,
seminars, and much more.
As the Infamous Armageddon or End of Days
approaches, humanity must learn to accept the
6
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imminent end of civilisation as we know it.
Although this may be a troubling prospect for
many , it need not necessarily be so - after all,
civilisation has stopped serving the human race
a long time ago, and its end should not be cause
for grief. It is time for a new civilisation to arise:
a civilisation that takes care of its fanilly and does
not allow its children to die from hunger; a civi lised society where people empathlse with the
personal suffering and pain of others and want
to offer comfort. The Modern Mystery School
is here to help and serve all humans who seek
guidance derived from an ancient lineage; from
tools that have been tried and tested over millennia. We are here to serve those who want to
serve others. We have been called the Univer sity for the Soul as we offer instruction in a wide
variety of subjects including healing , teaching , Hermetics, psychic powers, ESP, esoter ic
knowledge, mental empowerment, and assist ing people in their quest to reach the highest
human potential.

We are changing the old School system now
because we are moving the Mystery School
tradition more to the current vibration of the
people of Earth. Instead of being a secret soci ety, hidden from public view, we are now prepared to emerge, wipe the dust from ancient
tools of power and contribute to the conscious
evolution of humanity. We know that we have
the techniques that can help facilitate this pro cess: throughout the ages we have tested them
by teaching some aspects to the public, under
various names, yet never revealing the true
nature of our teachings. However, the planetary
shift that occurred on 07 July 1997 (the great 777
Gateway) signaled that we have entered the time
of no more secrets. Consequently, the Modern

Mystery School must change with the time .
We hope that our teachings find fertile ground
and that we will soon see the emergence of a
new and better civilisation for all to live in. It
is tin1e for the people of Earth to take charge of
their world, to become the captains of their own
vessel. The Modern Mystery School is here to
support this transformative process and serve
a!J humans who have the true desire to create a
new and better civilisation. We know that the
Shamballah is coming and we are here to help in
any way that we can.
Please enter the Gate of Knowledge and partake of the incredible fruit that has benefited so
many in the past. Knock and we shall answer,
seek and you will find. We are here to serve!

The alchemical Squaring of the Circle
Vol.10 No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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benefits of advanced. spirituaL training

1. Having a powerful personal transformation: Understanding your own inner being and having a

deeper relationship with yourself will teach you to know your own truth.
Recommended program: Introduction to Kabbalah
2. Gaining an enhanced connection to Spirit: Through esoteric studies that are non - dog malic and
lead to a point where you have a good relationship with God, you can have deep interaction with
Spirit on a daily basis .
Recommended program: The joy Class I Touch of Ancient Wisdom
3. Experiencing an increased sense of purpose: Understanding our own divine nature and the fact
that we are here as eternal beings allows each of us to see that we are here to serve others with
our special gifts.
Recommended program: Finding Your Life Purpose
4. Attaining great levels of accomplishment: Using

the tools of the Modern Mystery School , you will
understand your own nature , the essence of what
you are, and how to attain success in life.
Recommended program: The Success Seminar
5. Receiving a deep inner satisfaction: You can have
true happiness and deep inner satisfaction by learn ing how to create passion in your life and attaining
satisfaction from within, and not from the external
things in life.
Recommended program: The Passion Class I
The Healing Class
6. Reaching your highest human potential: As humans
with lessons to learn here on Earth, we encoun ter many energies that lead us to a crucial point in
life; a point where you may hnd yourself a spiritual
being in an Earthly shell, ready to become more ...
Recommended program: Masters Program
7. Learning to create a better reality for yourself: As

we loosen the grip of reality we need to return to
that one vibration that was right, and this process
will teach you how to recreate your reality in a
new way.
Recommended program: Modern Alchemy

•
l.

questions tO"' see- if the- Modern.., Mystery SchooL is for' you...
Do you have a general sense of dissatisfaction in your life?

2. Do you feel that you have a deeper purpose in life, but haven't been able to identify what it is?

3. Are the relationships in your life unrewarding or draining?
4. Do you feel stuck in a job or career?
5. Do you have trouble fulfilling your vision for your life?
6. Have you had a spiritual experience that you just can 't explain?
7. Do you have a large amount of stress, chaos or drama in your life?
8. Do you feel out of place in society?
9. Do you have trouble creating the abundance that you are capable of?
10. Do you want to master the ability to create in the world?
11. Do you have an interest in healing?
12. Do you want a greater level of spiritual connection?

"Our teachings come from an ancient lineage, but directly address the
contemporary issues that people are struggling with in their daily lives."

If you've answered yes to any of these ques -

tions, the Modern Mystery School is probably for
you . This is because most of the above questions
relate to people tf1at are wrestling with spiritual issues. All of these issues are symptomatic
in people that have issues of the soul, i.e. issues
relating to the ftmdamental aspects of who we
are as people and as spiritual beings.
The Modern Mystery School has initiate
classes that are designed to specifically address
these issues. Our teachings come from an
ancient lineage, but directly address the con temporary issues that people are struggling with
in their daily lives. Our classes allow people to
make quantum leaps in what they view as being
possible in their Hves . They help to create dra matically higher levels of satisfaction and a deep
sense of purpose in people's lives.
If you are ready to make a fundamental
change in your life, the Modern Mystery School
is here to support you.

Leonardo da Vinci 's Vitruvian Man (sometimes
called The Canon of Proportions)
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UniversaL kabbalah...
The universal kabbalah is a simple yet profound system of understanding yourself and of
reconnecting with Spirit and the divine essence
within. It is one of the most powerful systems
on the planet for manifestation, self- discov ery, and empowerment. Passed down via the
ancient mystical traditions, independent from
any specific religion or dogma, kabbalah will
help to answer all the important questions that
you need to ask in life . Through it, the gates of
the soul open up, the true self is revealed, and
the inner lights of hope, passion, and inspiration
come alive. You will truly, powerfully, come to
know th])self.
The study of God - and the God essence
within us - is a noble and essential part of our
spiritual inheritance, and the universal kabbalah is the purest form of esoteric study available on this planet. It is a system for expanding
our consciousness and awareness and for accel erating our growth. Focused on the contempla tion of the archetypal principles, which are the
basis and support of all creation, its goal is to
reveal the profound m]Jster]) of human purpose,
to know oneself.
This system of kabbalah is based on the
fact that knowledge about all things, and the
answers to all questions, is to be found within
ourselves. Indeed, the most important issue in
living a fulfilled life is to find and ask the correct
questions. Through this study of the kabbalah
such questions are answered, and the realisation
of who and what we are is attained.
The kabbalah will help to answer these very
important questions:
Who ami?
What ami?
Where did I come from?
Where am I going?
What is my purpose?

10
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Top : Kabbalah, considered as the ascent of the
Serpent of Wisdom upon the Tree of Life
Bottom: Alchemical Tree of Phi losophy, with the
alchemists Senior and Adolphus debating in the
foreground
Opposite Page: Alchemist in his laboratory - the
German alchem ist Henn ig Brand (or Brandt) who
discovered phosphorous in 1669

Modern. alchemy and. alchemicaL
laboratories
From the ancient halls of Mystery and magick
comes one of the most interesting and useful
of all the sacred arts, alchemy. It has been the
source of related fields such as cooking, medi cine, essential oils, health elixirs and products,
vibrational medicine, and more. Come and learn
the simple tools needed to turn your life into a
state of true vibration with the God or Goddess
self that you have within.
Alchemy is the science of the soul, designed for
achieving spiritual perfection via very specific
and comprehensible steps. As one of the oldest
sacred sciences, its primary goals are to accelerate spiritual evolution and to aid in perfecting
physical creation. Through alchemy, utilising
both practical and spiritual processes, one's
vibration may be heightened, thereby clearing
negative patterns and purifying the body, mind,
and soul. Alchemy shows humankind how to
consciously join together with the forces of
evolution, giving individuals the opportunity
to transform themselves and their world. This
process is about what Carl Jung referred to as
individuation- that is, becoming a fully actualised human or, in the terms of the alchemists,
manifesting the Philosopher's Stone within.
By _studying alchemy with the Modern Mystery School, you will receive theoretical information plus practical alchemical exercises to
elicit a positive vibrational transformation. The
curriculum encompasses:
Foundations of alchemy
Seven stages of transformation
Numerology
Alchemical meditation
Kabbalistic exercises
Role of kabbalah and the Tree of Life
in alchemy
The importance of alchemy in our lives today

The Emerald Tablet
The alchemical wheel of the four worlds
Ritual magick
The goal of this training is for you to personally experience the renewed energy and amazing synchronicities that are unleashed when
you transmute the lead of your innermost being
into gold! A
Gudni Gudnason is a native from Iceland ; a spiritual
alchemist and teacher who guides his students with
patience as they evolve and, in time, go out in to the
world to teach and become masters of their own destiny and servants to humanity . Gudni has been serving humans in this capacity for more than 30 years.
He began his quest for deeper knowledge as a young
man and at an early age was initiated into the Hermetic
Order of the Golden Dawn in England. He continued
his study of the Hermetic teachings at a secret school
in Salzburg, Austria, that taught alchemy in the traditional way. He also studied at a Christian kabbalah
school in Bern, Switzerland; a kabbalistic alchemy
school in Madrid, Spain; an astrology school in Cairo,
Egypt; a shamanic alchemy school near Alexandria;
a Tantric school in the Congo, and at other esoteric
schools in Romania, Sweden, Tibet, Ind ia, and Japan .
He also studied the ways of traditional human culture,
has earned degrees in business and psychology, and is
the recipient of numerous humanitarian awards. After
16 years of study, Gudni founded the Rocky Mountain
Mystery School (now the Modern Mystery School). He
lives in Tokyo with his wife , Eiko, and two cats.
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The Influence of

omew

lchem_y
ABIGAIL McBRIDE

"In you is hidden a strange and terrible
mystery. Enlighten us, throwing your light
on the elements. Tell us how the highest descends to the lowest, and how the
lowest rises to the highest, and is united
with it, and what is the element that
accomplishes these things. And tell us
how the blessed waters visit the corpses
lying in Hades fettered and afflicted in
darkness, and how the Medicine of Life
reaches them and rouses them as if woken
by their possessors from sleep ... "
Ostanes to Kleopatra, in Jack Lindsay, The
Origins of Alchemy in Graeco - Roman Egypt

Nature must be the Artist's guide
Vol.lO No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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chemy, like most realms of magic , is
an art that is , and has been, primarily
populated by males . Certainly, the most
recognisable names in the world of alchemy are
those of men: Paracelsus (Philip pus Theophras tus Aureolus Bombastus von Hohenhein) , Jabir
ibn Hayyam (Geber) and Hermes Trismegistus
come easily to mind. But Lady Alchymia, envisioned in her flowing robes, is ever- present representing the mysterious force of Nature and is a constant guiding principle.
"Its Father is the Sun, its Mother is the
Moon ... "
We find the celestial balance of the masculine and feminine in the alchemical marriage
of Sol and Luna. Just as Sol represents the Sun

A
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in the alchemist working in conjunction with his
or her partner: the soror m.ystica (mystic sister)
and frater m.ysterium. (secret brother). Zosin1os
and Theosebeia, Nicholas and Perenelle Flamel,
and Thomas and Rebecca Vaughan are celebrated
embodiments of the essential complementary
opposites of the Great Work. From the earliest
times , women were seen as equal to men, and
it was assumed that men and women should
work together to perfect the Stone." Separate
from the laboratory, on the psychological, interior level, balancing the aspects of feminine and
masculine, of anima and animus, is a core aim of
the Work.
When we begin to explore, we find women
hidden in plain sight all around the world of

From the earliest times, women were
seen as equal to men, and it was
assumed that men and women should
work together to perfect the Stone."
Right: Nicholas and Perenelle Flame!

and Sulphur, and the essence of mascuUn ity, so Luna symbolises the Moon , quicksilver
(Mercury) and the essence of femininity. Rawn
Clark, in his Commentary on the Emerald Tablet of
Hermes, discusses the balance of these opposing
archetypes , of force and form, of light and dark,
of fue and water, and of thought and physical
matter. When both halves of the polarities are
in balance, this One thing will seek expression in
form. Through a balanced connection with the
Sun, the Moon is transformed from her state of
Dark Sterile Mother to that of Bright Fertile Mother.
According to Clark, "Creation is primarily a
Mother's Work."
Sean Martin, in Alchemy & Alchemists says, "In
the laboratory, this pairing finds its expression
14
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alchemy. Maria Prophetissa, or Mary the Jewess,
whose life roughly coincided with the emergence of the Common Era, is often called the
Mother of Alchemy. She is known for discovering
hydrochloric acid, and for inventing laboratory
equipment, some of which is still in use today
(including the Balneum Marie, Bath of Mary or
Bain Marie, a version of a double boiler, sometimes associated with images of baptism; and
the tribikos , a still- head - also referred to as an
ambix or, by way of the Arabic al-anbiq, alembic - with three delivery- spouts or so lens). She
came up with the phrase: "One becomes two,
two become three, and out of the third comes
the one as the fourth." Maria Prophetissa was
the first recorded alchemist to focus on the

The Child of Philosophy is nourished by the Milk (Mercury) of the Earth of the Wise

"Maria Prophetissa was the first recorded alchemist to focus on the importance
of the colours in the process, and she may have been one of the first
alchemists to perceive a connection between the matter in the flask and the
symbolic changes going on within the practitioner."
importance of the colours in the process, and
she may have been one of the first alchemists to
perceive a connection between the matter in the
flask and the symbolic changes going on within
the practitioner.
Circa the second century, in Alexandria ,
Kleopatra wrote on the concept of the foetus
growing in the mother's womb as a metaphor

for the Great Work. Some of her writings were
filled with obscure language and metaphors. In
Isaac Newton, The Last Sorcerer, by Michael White,
there is a description of the process which is
attributed to her: "For just as the bird warms
her eggs with her heat and brings them to the
appointed term, so yourselves warm your com position and bring it to its appointed term ... "
Vol.lO No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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The Ouroboros
Serpent from the
Chrysopoeia of
Kleopatra

Kleopatra was also one of the first alchemists to
depict the World Serpent, or Ouroborous, which
she drew on a piece of papyrus .
In the mid- 1500s, a Jewish alchemist, Marie
Ziglerin, reportedly found or created a recipe
to transmute base metal into gold. When she
was arrested by Duke Julius of Brunswick, she
refused to divulge her secret, and was roasted
to death in an iron chair in 1575.
In the latter part of the 1500s, in Scania
(then part of Denmark) , Sophie Brahe - sister
to renowned astronomer Tycho Brahe - became
deeply interested in alchemy after the death of
her husband. She had always had an interest in
chemistry, astrology, and horticulture, and she
wove her previous passions into her newfound
enthusiasm for alchemy, hoping to find a way
to transmute base metals to gold, and to create
healing elixirs. She was successful with one of
these desires, and reportedly created a medical
elixir to combat the plague.
About fifty years later, Queen Christina of
Sweden was an avid student of Hermetics and
the alchemical arts. Her passion for alchemy
accelerated in her later years, after she abdicated
the throne. In the alchemical literature, there are
many references to a legend in which a magical
door, or Porta Magica, was erected to conm1emorate Her Majesty's victorious transmutation.
Mary Atwood, around the turn of the 20'h
century wrote A Suggestive Inquir_y into the
16
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Hermetic M_yster_y. Much like fellow 'nonpractical' alchemists Jakob Bohme and Thomas
Vaughan (Eugenius Philalethes), she approached
the Great Work entirely from a psychological
perspective, as an inner discipline.
Sean Martin, again in Alchem_y & Alchemists,
refers to the historical description of alchemy as
"women's work, andchildren's~ames," at once
repetitious, like washing sheets, and joyous, as
children who have mastered a game. Those of
us, who study the Art today, know that alchemy
is more than mere laundry, or child's play.
Truly, the annals of feminine influence in
Hermetics are lingering and pervasive. We,
women who are students of alchemy, have a
unique perspective to share. We are the ground ing force of Soul, the Salt of the earth, acting with
patience and wisdom in our parts of the W<irk.
We are the spark of passion - the fire burning
in the Sulphur, bringing out the warmth and
the heat hidden within. We are the mysterious
quicksilver of the moon, offering our intuition
- our women's wa_ys of knowing - as barometers
to know if the Work is on track or being con taminated by ego, greed or lust. This is the Great
Work of the Soul's evolution: the union of opposites, the creation of life itself ... from the One,
toward the One, by means of the One. h.
Abigail McBride is a renowned musician and teacher
of alchemy, percussion, hand-drumming, dance and
magic. She is a High Pri estess of the Fami ly of Fire ,
and a highly skilled flrec ircle facilitator . Her creative
abilities in music, poetry, dance, and choreography are
much in demand at conferences across the country.
For the past decade Abbi has worked with Jeff McBride,
traveling through the Un ited States, Europe, Asia, Indonesia , Africa , and South America as a dynamic part of
his performance as live music director and lead assistant. Currently she is a vocalist and co-wr iter with
Zingaia, a top selling world fusion group operating out
of Las Vegas . She also has released three CDs of original music, including Songs from the Center, Enter the
Center, and Fire of Creation.
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the Ultimate Alchemical Feminine
DR . BRUCE FISHER

I

n the I Ching, or Chinese Book of Changes, Heaven, or the Universal Masculine, is designated the

creative, whereas Earth, or the Universal Feminine, is designated the receptive (Figure l). TI1e
first triad in the kabbalistic Tree of Life (Figure 2) consists of Keter or Crown, the Unity or Prime

Mover at the apex, which polarises into Chochma or Wisdom, the Father, and Binah or Understand ing, the Mother. These polarities top the male right-hand branch of inspiration, actualisation and
initiation, and the female left - hand branch of severity, restriction and resistance. In the Masonic
tradition, the two pillars that support the porch of Solomon's temple are designated jachin (the
right - hand masculine pillar, meaning 'I will establish'), and Boaz (the left-hand feminine pillar,
meaning 'In it is strength') (Figure 3). The seventh major trump card of the tarot shows the chariot
of the world being pulled by black or Feminine and white or Masculine sphinxes (Figure 4) . The
Masculine then represents the active potency or agent, and the Feminine, the passive or resistive
principle or patient.

PILLAR OF
MILDNESS AND
BALANCE
IDA
SUSHUMNA
PINGALA
PILLAR OF
PILLAR OF
SEVERITY

Ch'ien I The Creative
mE CREAllVE works sublime success,

HEAVEN
The Creative

funhering through perseverance.
The movement of heaven is full of power.
Thus the Superior man makes himself
strong and untiring.

K'un I The Receptive
THE RECEPTIVE brings about sublime success.

Funhering through the perseverance of a mare.
If the supe1ior man undenakes something
and tries to lead, he goes astray;
But if he follows, he finds guidance.
The earth's condition is receptive devotion.
Thus the supe1ior man who has breadth
of character canies the outer world.

UNDERSTAND!
(MOTHER)

-----

--EARTH

The Receptive

Figure 1: The Universal Masculine and Feminine in

REVERBERATI
(GLORY)

1
Figure 2: The kabb ali stic Tree of Li fe

the I Ching

Figure 3: The two pi ll ars of Solomon's templeJachin and Boaz

Figure 4: Seventh major trump card of the tarot

Cosmically, the ONE LIFE polarises itself into
a subjective, masculine, spiritual Inner Self, and
an objective, feminine, material Outer World in
order to furnish the driving force or potential
for manifestation. The latter may be called the
Mother-Space or ground of the objective world.
It may also be called Chaos, First Matter or Prima
Materia, the Unmanifest, theAlkahestorUniversal
Solvent, Celestial Virgin and Mulaprakriti; and it
represents the state of maximum randomness or
disorder. In the language of thermodynamics,
this is defined by the term entropy - the measure of the degree of disorder of a system and
its capacity to do work. The natural course of
events in the universe, with no outside intervention or stimulus brought to bear, is for
entropy or disorder to increase. This tendency
has been called the thermodynamic arrow of time,
where events are driven to proceed forward in
time and cannot be precisely reversed. Thus the
cup which has fallen off the table and smashed
to pieces on the floor will not rise back up and
reassemble itself as before, but will require the
efforts of an individual to mend it. In mystical
terms, the Mother -Space incessantly calls us back
to her bosom.
The interaction of the active, subjective,
creative principle with the passive, objective,
receptive principle to create order out of chaos
has been described mystically in scripture as the
Spirit of God brooding over the surface of the waters,
and the agency responsible for this intervention
is the Universal Life- Force.
For the purposes of this discussion, we will
restrict ourselves to the scale of the solar system
and the Solar Life - the god in which we live and
move and have our being. This is in line with the
statement in the Emerald Tablet that the alchemical art is the Work of the Sun. The Solar Logos,
that centre of consciousness behind the physical Sun or day star, acts as the agent or external
intervention that acts upon the Mother -Space,
its opposite pole, the patient, to organise Chaos
into the orderly levels of worlds, which will
2 0 ALCHEMYJOURN AL

BREATHING OUT THE MONADS

Figure 5: Utterance of the creative word

serve as the field of experience for the Monads
or Virgin Spirits - holographic copies of itself,
bubbles of its own essence that it will breathe
out into the amniotic fluid of the Mother -Space
to generate a new Life - Wave or evolutionary
cycle - the utterence of the creative word (Figure
s). This is how we, the individuals of the present human kingdom, began as embryonic gods
or divine entities, and as such, have the potential ability to function within the First Matter of
the Mother -Space without disintegration, and
ultimately to create our own reality within the
confines of the solar system, i.e . to exercise true
free will. When focused in our current physical
organisms, we are situated far from this exalted
state. lt has been said that an adept, to function
as such, must be at least partially out of body,
in the formless or arupa worlds. A high adept in
the alchemical art, then, would have developed
the ability to function at the level of the Mother-Space, or at a sufficiently high level so as to
break down or deconstruct coarser patterns into
more basic components and rearrange these into
new patterns. This is the essence of alchemical transmutation, whether with laboratory

"This is the essence of alchemical transmutation, whether with laboratory
preparations or with our subtle bodies in personal transformation."

preparations or with our subtle bodies in personal transformation.
Three prerequisites must be satisfied, then,
in bringing to bear the Life - Force in carrying out
these transmutations: (1) a digestive agent - the
Azoth or Universal Mercury; (2) a pattern or mandrel upon which the recombination is brought
about, i.e. you have to have a little bit of silver
and gold to start with in order to make more of
these; and (3) an act of will or intent to complete
the process - the Philosophers ' Stone or powder of
projection. This has been called the Law of Three
or of Triads, wherein three forces are required to
bring al?-y process to completion:
an active or masculine force;
a passive, resistive or feminine force;
a reconciling or hermaphroditic force.
TI1ese are the three philosophical principles of
alchemy - Sulphur, Salt and Mercury. In Hindu
philosophy, these are the trigunas or characteristics of material nature: Rajas or Rajoguna - action
or kinetic energy; Tamas or Tamoguna - inertia or
ignorance; and Sat tva or Satvoguna - wisdom or
rhythm. Figure 6, a depiction of Hermes Tris megistus, nicely illustrates these principles.
An example of this in an ordinary anatomical
process is the digestion of proteins to amino acids
in the stomach and intestinal tract by proteolytic
enzymes, and the synthesis of new bodily pro teins from these fundamental components in
the liver, based upon a pattern contained in
DNA molecules, in conjunction with RNA molecules, in liver cell mitochondria. In alchemy,
this is called volatilising the fixed and fixing the
volatile or, more succinctly, solve et coagula. TI1e
procedure is similar in personal transformation.
Through the all-seeing eye of the Inner Knower,
or intuition, which objectively sees the REAL, or
the big picture, unhampered or deluded by the

3 Modes of Human Awareness

SALT or TAMAS- ignorance and inertia:
man asleep
SULFUR or RAJAS - passion and movement:
man in action
MERCURY or SATIVA- goodness, wisdom and rhythm:
man harmonious
Figure 6: Depiction of Hermes Trismegistus

lower mind of the personal ego (the slayer of the
REAL}, the voice of conscience (Mercury, themessenger of the gods) directs the volitional nature
(Sulphur, the inner warrior) to break up and dissolve the old attitudes and behavioral patterns
(Salt or crystallisations) which the consciousness has laid hold of and refused to let go of for
so long , and build a new personality around an
improved idea of Self (solve et coagula).
Returning now to the subject of the mascu line and feminine natures, we may profit from
several of the ancient traditions. The kal:?balistic Tree of Life comes preeminently to mind (see
Figure 2). The left- and right - hand branches of
the tree represent the feminine and masculine
traits, respectively. When these polarities are
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Figure 7: The tr iple Kunda lini serpent fire current

reconciled and harmonised, the consciousness
may then rise up the central branch of bal ance and return to ultimately unite with the
true Core Divine SELF. Anatomically, the three
branches symbolise the three major nadis or
force streams that comprise the triple Kundalini
creative se.rpent fire that play along the spinal
cord (Figure 7). This is also directly symbolised
by the Caduceus of Hermes, the current emblem
of the medical profession (Figure 8) . The individual components of the triple current are rep resented by the three philosophical principles
of alchemy - Salt, Sulphur and Mercury:
The negative current, called IDA in the East
Indian Tantric system - which is related, but
not necessarily identical to the sympathetic
nerve segment of the spinal cord (part of the
autonomic nervous system), ruled by the
Moon (and therefore called the Lunar Current)
and alchemically designated as Salt. This is
one of the efferent currents- proceeding from
22
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Figure 8: The Caduceus of Hermes

the brain to one of the involuntary functions of
the body - and can be experienced as a cool,
soothing and healing energy flow by closing
the right nostril and breathing through the
left nostril;
The positive current, called PINGALA in the
Tantric system - which is related, but not necessarily identical to the motor nerve segment of
the spinal cord, which carries the other efferent nerve current, ruled by the Sun and Mars
(and therefore called the Solar Current) and
alchemically designated Sulphur. This can be
experienced as a hot, disrupting and actualising energy flow by closing the left nostril and
breathing through the right nostril;
The neutral current, Tantrically called
SUSHUMNA - which is related, but not nec essarily identical to the segment of the spinal
cord that transmits the sensory nerve impulses,
ruled by Mercury (and therefore called the
Mercurial or Hermaphroditic Current) and

t.Jou hold one end (the :Active 'jorce) and
poke with the other end (the Resistive
'jorce) while the middle of the stick ('f!:/kl(Z
!Yl®~©ooft:a~ OO@ Jj©{f'~®) keeps the two ends
apart and in harmony with each other.
Figure 9: The stick

alchemically designated Mercury. This afferent current proceeds up the central tube of
the spinal cord (occultly designated the six th
ventricle) and is the reconciliation of the Solar
(masculine) and Lunar (feminine) currents.
The left - hand branch of the kabbalistic Tree
- the Pillar of Severity - defines the characteristics of the feminine polarity or potency. At the
top, Binah, the uppermost Sephira, represents
the Mother or Imma- the Divine Archetype or
Pattern, generally designated understanding or
the reception of Wisdom; the inspiration of its
masculine counterpart, Chochma, the Father or
Abba. These masculine and feminine arche types are the two poles of the One, the Unity
or Keter, the Crown of the entire tree. It is the
fundamental nature of polarisation that each pole
is an aspect of a single entity, the one not ex isting without the other. A good example of this is

the stick (Figure 9), which has two ends and a
middle. You hold one end (the Masculine pole)

and poke with the other end (the Feminine
pole) , while the middle (the unifying or reconciling principle) keeps the two ends apart and in
harmony. This first Triad is reconciled in Daath
or Knowledge - a place of potential realisation,
the Inner Knower or intuition.
The next Sephira down is Gevurah or Justice,
which represents severity, restriction and limitation - which acts to balance the exuberance,
generosity and magnanimity of its masculine
counterpart, Chesed or Mercy. This polarity rec onciles as Tephereth or Beauty, to form the second
Triad. The lower Sephira of the feminine branch
is Hod - Reverberation or Glory - which represents learned skills in response to its masculine
counterpart Netzach - Eternity or Victory, which
provides the impetus to develop these skills.
This polarity reconciles in Yesod or Foundation to
form the third Triad, that consolidates the ability
to formulate patterns that finally crystallise in
Malchuth, the Earthly Kingdom of the spacetime
Vol.lO No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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Figure 10: The Rebis or 'Two-Thing'

of speech and brain intelligence. We indeed, as
esoteric tradition asserts , incarnate alternately
as men and women in order to balance out the
human experience. This balance is essential to
our becoming complete beings during our evolutionary progress. As men and women, then,
we must endeavour to realise fully our anima or
feminine potential, and animus or masculine
potential, respectively, to become the Hermaph rodite Philosopher (Figure 10) - the Magistery or
culmination of the Great Work or Magnum Opus.
When we have become the masters of our own
destiny through refinement of mind and emotions, we will be able to declare, as in the Masonic
tradition:
"I have established through m_y Divine Masculine
a Living Temple for the in-dwelling Spirit of LoveWisdom upon the strong foundation of m_y Divine
Feminine." A

continuum - the field of mundane experience.
As human entities , we are fundamentally
bisexual or hermaphroditic in nature; the separation of the sexes occurring only in the compound physical organisation - the gross physical and vital, etheric bodies. This dichotomy is
a temporary evolutionary stage, necessary to
divert hali of the life - force toward development

Dr. Bruce Fisher was a professional chemist for 40
years, working in both industry and government. He
received a doctorate in organic chemistry from Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1957. He has been
a student of the Ancient Wisdom Teachings for over 30
years, and has the unique ability to integrate both Eastern and Western occultism and mysticism with modern
scientific views .
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_.. .,. "God redeems humanity, but nature needs to be redeemed by human
alchemists, who are able to induce the process of transformation, which
alone is capable of liberating the light imprisoned in physical creation."
Stephan Hoeller, Su{l Journal, Issue 67, Autumn 2005

•

"Let us imagine the

anima mundi neither above the world encircling it as a divine and

remote emanation of spirit, a world of powers, archetypes, and principles transcendent to things, nor within the material world as its unifying panpsychic life-principle.

anima mundi as that particular soul-spark, the seminal
image, which offers itself through each thing in its visible form. Then anima mundi

Rather let us imagine the

indicates the animated possibilities presented by each event, as it is, its sensuous
presentation as face bespeaking its interior image - in short, its availability to imagination, its presence as a psychic reality. Not only animals and plants ensouled as in
the Romantic vision, but soul is given with each thing; God-given things of nature and
man-made things of the street."
James Hillman, 'Anima Mundi: The Return of the Soul to the World,'

Numinous and Luminous Psyche
Anima Mundi, the feminine principle or mode of
Being was historically considered the soul of the
world, the fertility of human, animal and plant

life. Renaissance philosopher Giordano Bruno
said that the World Soul "illumines the universe
and directs nature in producing her species in
the right way." She is the magical world of creative mystery.
No longer limited merely to our planet, She
is the personification of the natural world - the
Cosmos. This light, the dynamic reality of the
energy field, is within us as within everything.
Embodied nature is the link between the archetypal and formative worlds , the hyperdimensional matrix of eternal patterns with sacred
proportions and unique manifestations. She is
also infinite potential, the possibility of bringing
creative ideas to birth, to manifestation.
In the deepest sense, She is the universal
wave function , the unmanifest ground of our
being; spacetime and the radiant light of virtual
photon fluctuation, which underlies all matter
and manifestation. Kabbalist Azriel of Gerona
claimed that faith meant entering into a relationship with one's nothingness and the unknown
26 ALCHEMYJOURNAL
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of the infinite; the ultimate yin of non-existence
that is the mother of all form.
In ancient times Anima Mundi declared Her
impenetrable mystery by reiterating that "I am
Isis; no man has lifted my veil." This Muse of
superconsciousness is bathed in the Light and
concealed by it. Thus She alludes to Herself as
dazzling Solitaire in Her virgin nature, that sense
of wholeness within oneself, which is the feminine source of wisdom, magic and meaning.
The natural light of the soul is illumination,
embodied in the pineal light of the spirit molecule, DMT. Likewise, alchemists seek the divine
spark, the light hidden in matter. To work creatively in the world, the Light of Nature needs
to be released through inner alchemy. Our own
light or divine spark is part of the Light of the
World Soul, so we can understand the mysteries
of creation and the secrets of nature. The tools
of inner transformation help A ni.ma Mundi reveal
her divine light.
Whether called Isis, Shakti, Maya, Shekinah, Sophia, Demeter / Persephone, Mary,
White Goddess, Great Mother, or any cultural
variant, Anima Mundi is the universal animating
principle- the upwelling spring of the creative

Imagination, the dynamic flow of imagery, pattern, and form. She is personified internally as a
soul guide or Initiatrix and externally embodied
as the Soror Mystica. Glimpsing inspiring inner
workings of our soul helps us realign our lives,
our hopes and our dreams.

Ancient and Contemporary Models
Spiritual alchemy has long been informed by
depth psychology. Carl Jung's work in this area
is well known. Less known is that of the main
proponent of archetypal psychology, James
Hillman, who places Anima Mundi as centre of
his psychological theory. This archetype of the
psyche is inherent in the prima materia. It fos ters the return of psychological subjectivity to
the outer.
Alchemy works in just this projective, ani mated manner with a deeper level of participation. Phenomenology is the art of dissolution,
a natural alchemy, learning how to see again; a
way of being in the world between thinking and
perceiving. In this aesthetic paradigm, Hillman
asserts that images derive autonomy and operate
according to their own will, similar to gods.

Gods and goddesses are an intrinsic part of
Hillman's archetypal psychology, as they are in
alchemy. In mythical perception, gods, metals,
plants, minerals, animals, scents, colours,
planets and more correspond with one another
through the Doctrine of Signatures . Different
forms share the same essential nature.
The symbolic nature of metals is the skeleton of spiritual alchemy. The word metal means
search, strongly suggesting the nature of our
alchemical work. We don't seek a natural metal
but the virtual metal, its essence. The lunar metal
of Anima is silver and the white earth (albedo).
In Volume 14 of his Collected Works, Jung said,
"Earth and moon coincide in the albedo."
Silver is washed into veins in fault lines in the
Earth, and we can take advantage of the analogous process in our psyche. It takes place in that
egoic illusion called mine. We can mine our own
psychic fault lines. Silver is found in lead-silver
vein mineralisations, sometimes with gold and
zinc. Silver, the seed of the Moon in the Earth, is
refined from the dross of lead - silver concentrate
into the silvered mirror of the mind. Solutions
emerge from our puzzlement. Reflection gives
shape to the imaginal.
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"This light represents the immanence of the world soul.
She dwells in us and we are enlivened by her Being."

Mining the Dark Side of the Moon
Insights can tarnish, losing their shiny clarity.
Just as silver is prone to blackening, this phase
of the Great Work can be derailed by Saturn's
depression - the destructive illusion of separation. But the depression is the mine. Albedo
emerges from blackness; transpersonal release,
and emotional relief from the nigredo of personal
identity. But the urge to white is not an escape
from black - a whitewash - since there is no soul
without body.
Each object or body is also an imaginal image.
We can extract silver moments from our leaden
body - motions and emotions that regulate the
neurochemistry of the body. Alchemical silver
can be mined for many rich metaphorical asso ciations (aha! moments), just as silver requires
polishing for reflection. Friction leads to clarified reflection. Shame is washed away .
Without shadow, whiteness becomes blankness. Shadow that is built into psyche's body
becomes transparent. Shadow is built into
the nature of whiteness, as all colours unite,
disappearing into white. The world becomes
an alchemical dream - the terra alba of anima
inspiration.
Imaging itself is a mode of 1nining silver,
psychical facts and essences, sometimes by
speculation, resonance and artful listening.
We may temporarily become a bit of a lunatic
in the transmutative process. The mysterium
coniunctionis is moon-madness combined with
solar brilliance.
It takes intense heat, intense introspection in
the depths, to refine our inert nature. Then the
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luminous consciousness of the worked-on soul
arises. Dissolved by desire from its old ground
for fusion in the dissolution of gender, anima
no longer is exclusively feminine. Passive fan tasy becomes transcendent active imagination,
revealing the images within nature, the secret
heart of Nature.

It Is But It Isn't
Virtual places, phenomena, and experiences
can be just as real as material perceptions. The
brain responds to the virtuality as if there is no
neurological difference between imaginal and
externally stimulated imagery. In this sense,
imagination is reality. We perceive the sensate
world through the non - linear in1aginal world,
its enfolded imaginal potential.
Anima Mundi embodies the pandemonium of
all forms in external and internal perceptions.
She bridges our perceptions of the world by
stimulating the in1aginative faculty. Yet, being
attached to materialistic images is not the same
as being attached to Mater, matter and earth.
As alchemists, we have to build a relationship
with the very essence of the world. Being in soul
is a continuous intentional process. The Astral
Light is synonymous with the alchemical Anima
Mundi. Jung 's idea of the Collective Unconscious
as the treasure house of fluctuating imagery is a
modern description. This light represents the
immanence of the world soul. She dwells in us
and we are enlivened by her Being.
Aristotle conceptualised soul as the form,
or essence, of any living thing - not a distinct
substance from the body it inhabits. Only

possession of soul (of a specific kind) makes an
organism an organism. The notion of a body
without a soul, or of a soul in the wrong kind of
body, is completely unintelligible. Soul medi ates between mind and body, idea and matter,
actualities and the Beyond.
James Hillman (1975) observes that soul ,
"refers to the deepening of events into experiences; second the significance of soul, whether
in love or religious concern , derives from its
special relationship with death. And third
... the imaginative possibility in our natures,
the experiencing through reflective speculation, dream, image, fantasy - that mode which
recognises all realities as primarily symbolic
or metaphorical. "
Paracelsus thought the soul was beyond the
individual, beyond our control. Plotinus saw all
individuals as one soul. Gerhard Dorn said the
third degree of the alchemical coniunctio, the
most mature phase of individuation, is the personal realisation of communion with an original
unitary reality. Grounded intuition of a centred
sphere of soul opens a microcosm that mirrors
the Cosmic macrocosm: "As above, so below."

Psychological Faith
We need a new cultural proving ground, a new
paradigm for the energetic potential of the
bodyrnind and the culture for which it is the
ground. In our culture, the body and our fan tasies about it have come to represent the lost
feminine element of deep interior processes.
We have lost touch with our primal femi ninity, the animating principle (Nature, body,
instinct). We have become estranged from the
body through the mechanistic mind/ body split,
which is also non - relativistic. We talk a good
game about wholeness but don't really connect
as much as nostalgically yearn for it.
Spontaneous imagery soulfully joins spirit
and body. It doesn't solve our troubles (pathologies) nor save our souls . Direct engagement,
meditatio, with images for soul- making, deepens

The solar and lunar opposites, or alchemical lovers, in solution

us through personal experience.
No longer divided against thinking , imagination becomes the ground of certainty. Direct
knowledge, gnosis, is demanded by the silvered
mind so the soul can understand itself. Conjunctions come when we no longer focus on
opposites or meaningful coincidences or conjunction. Imagination is as elusive as the goal
of the alchemical process itself.
Through illumined senses we can see through
the nature of apparent reality for ourselves, if we
but try. Things become transparent, shine and
speak. Signs echo within us. Then we develop
our own philosophy, apart from consensus.
When it comes to questions of speculation on
the unknown, we can either accept what others
have said, or look for ourselves, perhaps even
into delusional lunacy.
The wounded healer typically passes through
a period of madness. Is it avoidable? Perhaps
only by educating the psyche with alchemical
Vol.lO No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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"Alchemy is a poetry-science whose language and experimentation has a naturally therapeutic value. This poetic art
and science of experientially reclaiming this relationship
and worldview raises conscious recognition of Anima Mundi
... This art is not separate from life, but is infused with life."

training, giving it a silvered voice and attentive
ear to avoid clinical literalism, paranoid delu sian, vitrification, and dissociation. Even then,
there is no guarantee lunacy can be avoided.

Poe sis
Anima Mundi is NowHere ... the very spirit of life,
the ethereal angel of our destiny, the animated
archetypal ground and, individually, the radiant
subtle body. More than just the life spirit, the
sacred field body is a natural force , the cosmic
energic principle of primordial Consciousness,
implicate order - the essence of being and
sacred embodiment.
Primordial mankind saw everything as saturated with meaning, both human and cosmic.
We, too, can see ourselves as full participants
with the interior life of the natural world and
cosmos. Not only signs and symbols can be
read in the multidimensional environment; the
metaphorical nature of symptoms - ours and the
world's - can be discerned. Fantasies open to
one another in resonance, recognition, insight,
and astonishment.
Alchemy is a poetry - science whose language
and experimentation has a naturally therapeutic
value. This poetic art and science of experientially reclaiming this relationship and worldview
raises conscious recognition of Anima Mundi.
Let the images come into your body. Tw1ed
responses receptively embrace the image. This
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art is not separate from life, but is infused with
life. The substance of the insubstantial is what
makes psyche matter. And it is an intrinsic part
of alchemical method.
Ancient philosophers proclaimed that the
world soul - a pure ethereal spirit - is diffused
throughout all Nature. The notion of soul as
imaginative possibility, in relation to the archai
or root metaphors , is what Hillman has termed
the "poetic basis of mind." Whitening into psy chic reality is embodiment of spirit and inspiriting of body, eliminating oppositional tension.

Phenomenological Resonance
In alchemy, Anima Mundi acts as the soul
guide to our heights and depths. Beauty is
simply manifestation, the display of phenomena, the appearance of the Anima Mundi . Union
with Her is consciousness of our primal existential self, and our deepest ecological self, right
down to the virtuality of the Void - the primordial field.
Beneath the alienation from Nature , which
our culture has created, lies a deep resource we
can tap which is fundamental wisdom about
the unity of life. We are embedded within
that seamless fabric of Cosmos , the feminine
source of wisdom. The importance of the pres ent depends on its effect in the realisation of a
specific future. An experience is important if it
suggests or fulfills visionary sight.

Anima Mundi is the secret power of Nature.
We need this power to heal and transform. The
intentional use of imagination and image building is a foundation of mysticism. This wisdom
is deep ecology, which reveals the way of living
in balance through intuition. She is the Dark
of the Void and the natural Light of the Soul illumination. She bridges our perceptions of the
world by stimulating the imaginative faculty.
Alchemy is a meditation science and art
that purposefully cultivates a human relation ship with Anima Mundi. To experience psychic
reality means to be in soul, in the realm of the
imagination, as if interacting with its inhabitants and locales . Inner visionary experience, be
it wrathful or beatific, is an expression of soul.
Through images the unconscious affects our
worldview, health and relationships. Imagi nation not only conditions our reality, it is our
reality. Soul is the middle world between gross
materiality and the spiritual world.
This is a psychological approach to art and life
-giving voice to soul, living life as art. It means
the return of a subjective feminine eye on real ity. It means the enlivening of our bodies and
the world of Nature with imagination. When we
see soul as the background of all phenomena,
we become aware of the animating principle and
direct relationship with Her. The point is not to
dissect Her soul, but celebrate Her body.

Physical reality becomes psychic and psyche
becomes real. It matters. The difference between
soul and external things no longer matters . Inner
and outer worlds are real. They are One. Image ,
metaphor and symbol bridge the abyss between
matter and spirit. They are integrated with feeling, mind, and imagination through wonder and
awe. We can see soul in all natural objects. We
can notice our fantasies constantly conditioning
our experience of reality.
When spirit as energy and matter as form are
in balance, the body becomes the living Temple
of the Spirit. A sense of immortality deepens the
sacred dimension of life. Soul's inunortality is
sensed in direct experience of non - spatial, nontemporal, non - local, four-dimensional reality.
Real alchemical work is for the sake of the whole,
of which we are a microcosm. A
Hillman,). Re -Visioning Psychology. Harper Perennial :
New York, 1977.
Hillman,). 'Silver and the White Earth , Part I' in

Spring, 1980, 21- 48.
Hillman, J. 'Silver and the White Earth, Part II' in
Spring, 1981, 21- 66.
Hillman, ). 'Anima Mundi: The Return of the Soul to
the World ' in Spring, 1982, 71-93 .
Hillman, J. Anima: An Anatomy of a Personifted Notion.
Spring Publications: Dallas, 1985.
Jung, C. G. Mysterium Coniunctionis. Collected Works,
Vol. 14. Princeton University Press : Princeton, 1963.

Light of the Soul

Jung, C.G. Psychology and Alchemy. Collected Works,

The soul generates images unceasingly, purposefully ordering our lives. Artists are able to capture and express some of that ceaseless flow. The
soul lives on images and metaphor, especially
epistemological metaphors - hO';V we know
what we know and what it's like. These images
form the basis of our consciousness. All that we
can know comes through images, through our
multi- sensory perceptions. So, this soul always
stays close to the body, close to corporeality, to
what matters.

Vol. 12. Princeton University Press: Princeton, 1968.
lona Miller is a non-nction writer fo r the academ ic and
popular press, hypnotherapist (ACH E} and multimed ia
art ist. Her work is an omnisensory fusion highl ighting
the effects of doctrines from re ligion, science, psychology, and the arts . She is co-author of The Modern

Alchemist (Phanes), Magical and Ritual Use of Perfumes
(Destiny} and many articles on alchemy ava il ab le at
www.spiritua lalchemy. iwarp.co m. Her home page is
www.ionam iller2008. iwarp.com
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aving passed through the black stage and
it gathers energy and breaks through the earth,
the ordeals of the blackening of winter,
having conquered death. All this, of course,
our seed has undergone the alchemicorresponds mystically to our inner awakening
cal process inherent in the dark night. Through during our own inner, philosophical springtime.
this darkness our seed has putrefied in our earth,
As we concentrate our consciousness upon our
died, and been opened and readied for the gerinner spiritual center, our inner spiritual Sun
mination necessary for its regeneration when will come into focus and warm our inner being,
the etheric energies of life pour out their greatest giving strength to the inner seed as our soul
influence upon it, in the spring. Allegorically, sown in our earth, our body.
this seed is the seed of our consciousness as the
Julius Evola, in his La tradizione ermetica: nei
ordinary personality.
suoi simboli, nella sua
Just as a seed of a tree
dottrinaenellasua "Arte
holds within itself the
Regia" (translated as
potentiality of a giant
The Hermetic Tradition:
tree, so does the seed
Symbols and Teachings
of our soul hold within
of the Royal Art), says,
itself its potentiality of
"Whiteness - light,
being: the inner gold
spring, resurrection,
of the alchemists. The
life, flowering, and
black earth into which
birth, etc. - hermeti our seed was sown in
cally expresses the
the late fall is, allegorstate of active ecstasy
ically, the womb and
that uplifts the human
the raw richness of
condition." This is
As a seed is needed to obtain wheat (nisi granum
our unconscious. This
the experience of the
frumenti), so is it necessary to obtain the metallic
sowing is the interior Seed to multiply the metal
alchemical process of
way. Consciousness is
the whitening as a spirturned inwards through a backward flowing way
itual purification. The alchemists say that this
into the very depths of our being.
is the life giving magic light drawn out from the
As all things come to pass, so will the darkcenter of the elemental cross. Such is the power
ness of winter, after which we will be preparing
that is achieved through the mastered tech to enter into the springtime months. It is worthniques of inner spiritual exercises . This light is
while to meditate upon the allegorical symboltruly a light that brightens the inner space of the
ism of the whitening and blossoming of spring subjective self. This state of illumination pro as it is related to the inner alchemical process duces an inner rejuvenating magnetism, and one
of regeneration. Darkness gives way to light as
can feel its force as an inner vitality, extremely
clean, pure and as the clearest of water flowing
our days are lengthened, and the coldness of the
winter days is slowly replaced with warmth, as
as the uplifted universal life force. It is a celestial
spirit, a luminous essence- perfectly lucid, brilice and snow melt. A true washing and purification is had through the springtime rains.
liant and transparent. This is the experiencing of
Mercury as the clearest of water, and the behold Consciousness awakens collectively as creatures
ing of our most beautiful Diana. As Della Riviera
of all kinds wake from their hibernation. The
has said, she is the "Spirit of the World Soul."
singing of birds gives glory to this reawakening.
Alchemically, this is our first order of the
The heat of the sun gives strength to our seed as

H
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"It is life and it is represented as a Virgin who
is mother of that which is reborn. From
her comes the Virgin's Milk that feeds the
inner child. Out of her, as in an immaculate conception, a child is conceived ... This
child is symbolic of the mystic centre as
the youthful reawakening force of the
alchemical process."
Squirting her sacred milk into the sea, Magnesia,
the purified alchemical woman

transmutation where our inner dark lead, as the
unconscious, is transmuted into the inner reflec tive light of our living silver. It is the regiment of
our Luna, our beloved alchemical Queen. One
cannot doubt this blessed event because it is
marked by a feeling of sublimation, elevation,
ecstasy, innermost joy, and a sense of immortality that cannot be put into words. One simply
feels eternity, for at this point it is the universal
spirit that shines and flows through us. It is said
that, "When the white appears in the materia of
the Great Work, life has conquered death, and
our King has been resurrected from his tomb ."
One is simply regenerated through the universal
life - giving Mercury.
Because this event is belonging to the inner
subjective self, it is said to be the regiment of the
feminine aspect of the universal energies of life.
This aptly corresponds to the feminine nature
of the action of spring. The profound spiritual
truth of this rebirth is most beautifully expressed
by the alchemists as the Divine Water, the Universal Spirit, and the feminine energies of God.
It is life and it is represented as a Virgin who is
mother of that which is reborn. From her comes
the Virgin 's Milk that feeds the inner child. Out
of her, as in an immaculate conception, a child is
conceived. This conception is understood as an
autogenesis, or a spiritual endogenesis, due to its
eternal striving to be. It manifests through inner
spiritual warmth generated through a passion
and desire to become. This child is symbolic of
the mystic centre as the youthful reawakening
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force of the alchemical process.
Let us reflect on the revival of the energies of
life as they correspond to our inner revival and
regeneration of the spiritual energies within our
souls and consciousness. Let us always look for ward to our own springtime. Let us also listen
to the words of a very beautiful classic song
entitled 'Matinata':
Oh morning in all your bright glory,
You've chased all the darkness away.
And dewdrops are glistening in sunlight,
You've opened the gates to a new day.
The sun is caressing the flowers,
A butterfly is flapping about.
Oh morning in all your bright glory,
Your beauty is beyond doubt.
Now that you're wearing your bridal gown,
Let me embrace you, I'll sing along.
I'll sing with your birds,
I'll sway with your flowers.
Morning I'm singing your lovely song. 1:.
Steve Kalec is a member of AMORC since 1971. He is also

a Traditional Martinist and a Master Mason . His Jungian
studies have led him to understand the alchemical process as being a universal one throughout all aspects of
being. Th is realisation has also led hi m into the study and
practice of operative laboratory alchemy. For him, all
the aspects of alchemy complement each other and feed
a passion for the study and practice of the Great Art.

Full specifications, optional components, complete instructions, and ordering details at

www.heartmagic.com/EssentialDistiller.html
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Fa rna
The Rosicrucian Manifestos, the Fama Fraternitatis and the Confessio Fraternitatis,· are
extraordinary statements hoping for temperance in the eighty year old reformation. They
were written by men powerfully influenced by
the Neo-Platonism of the Renaissance with a
strong deist undercurrent, whose pleas for an
open-minded approach to tolerance and freedom of alchemical exploration are powerful
themes in both documents.
In the painting Fama, the feminine and
masculine alchemical King and Queen are
together in harmony, exchanging gifts. Here
the male presents a lunar bowl, the feminine
grail - divine source of life - to his partner, who
meanwhile offers him a sphere inscribed with a
cross - the well known solar symbol found in
archaic cultures all over the world, associated
with masculine energy and potential. On the

connected by the line that binds them to the
stones. Their position alludes to the proposal
found within the documents that the actions
of God are observable in natural phenomena there is clearly order in: the universe, beginning
with the simple geometry of the rising and set-.
ting Sun as it moves across the horizon throughout the year, presenting us with the great solar
cross; while the Moon presents a softer but no
less ordered aspect of the divine creation, and
at its standstills creates a slightly larger cross.
The principles found in the Fama and Confessio
are equally constant and eternal as the stones,
set in order.
In this painting the feminine principle
has found balance and harmony with her
male counterpart: having passed through the
destruction of the nigredo and the release of the ·
pure essence the two are now able to combine
in order to fashion the new alloy.

" ... the feminine principle has found balance and harmony with her
male counterpart, having passed through the destruction of the
nigredo and the release of the pure essence."

rock before the couple are some odd objects: a
large knife, a small cup, a rod, and some coins
- the suits of the tarot deck. In the background,
the feminine ocean shimmers between two
peninsulas, while crooked stones suggest the
passing of time, and the relevance of the Western Mystery Tradition to all ages of man. The
stones are laid out in the shape of a cross on the
landscape, referring to the ancient tradition of
alignment to the solstices or equinoxes found in
the stone circles and earthen enclosures of Neolithic Europe. The Fama Fraternitatis and Confessio Fraternitatis are found attached to a pair
of pillars standing behind the man and woman,

The Pythagoreans knew duality as the separation of the One into the opposite of itself.
It "signified the dual reason of diversity and
inequality, of everything that is divisible or
mutable, existing at one time in one way and. at
another time in another way," said Porphyry .1
But although the potential for strife is present
in every duality, so is the potential for the triad
and harmony, for the progression from two to
three is instantaneous and unavoidable. True
duality is impossible: wherever there are two
things there is a relationship between them, and
this is the essence of the trinity. At the instant
the divine energy separates itself into two the
Vol.10 No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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Amelia Beheads the Alchemical King, oil on canvas, 48" x 72"

triad is also created, simultaneously uniting and
defining the two. The trinity must exist in the
instant that the universe is created, because God
is in everything and of everything, and there is
always relationship between God and the mate rial world - it is this energy of relationship that
is .the energy of the third member of the triad.
This fundamentally Pythagorean understand ing of the creation became foundational to the
Christian church's doctrine of the Holy Trinity,
but now can seldom be explained by its ministers. It is the expression of unity, but simultaneously including the origin of all things, the
thing created, and the relationship between
them: three in one.
The well known Chinese yin -yang symbol
expresses this theme - the black and white are
separate but intertwined into each other, creating a harmonious but simultaneously differentiated circle. Often understood as a symbol of
du;1lity, it is truly an excellent expression of the
harmony of trinity.
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Amelia Be heads the Alchemi ca l King
In this painting a young woman wearing a
long leather coat and flying goggles has executed a man whose decapitated head rests in
a pool of blood amongst the stony ground of a
dark landscape. She is beautiful and serene, carrying her sword behind her back as she reaches
toward a glowing will - o' -the- wisp hovering
before her.
It is a strange scene, to be sure. But to a sixteenth century alchemist the iconography would
be clear: it is a picture that describes distillation,
a first step in a process working toward the creation of an alloy of earth and air. Alchemical
symbolism reached extraordinary heights in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with
extraordinary works produced to illustrate both
the philosophy and practice of the Art. Symbols
were used to confound the uninitiated, not only
tricky to interpret on the face of it, but often
working on multiple levels of meaning. The
times had been hard on people who did not fully

'.'The system of symbolism that evolved from these circumstances
became simultaneously sophisticated and impenetrable, as
individual alchemists and illustrators sought to enlighten
or confuse their readers."

subscribe to the teachings of the church, for
even after Martin Luther's extraordinary theological revolution the future of the philosophical world was uncertain, with vacillation from
Catholicism to Protestantism swinging back and
forth throughout Europe, and attendant burnings of heretics and witches. It was simply sensible for people who delved into the fun damentally Neo-Platonic deism of alchemy to operate behind a veil of secrecy, concealing their
light in plain sight. The system of symbolism
that evolved from these circumstances became
simultaneously sophisticated and impenetrable,
as individual alchemists and illustrators sought
to enlighten or confuse their readers. Alchemical texts are notoriously full of blinds that are
designed to mislead the unwary from the true
path, and the illustrations are similarly confusing. Some symbolism is rather simple though,
and can be fairly easily understood after a little
study into the basic composition, structure, and
properties of matter. One such pair of symbols
is the alchemical King and Queen, who are used
to describe the combination of alchemical Salt
and Sulphur that have been distilled in order to
purify them into their essential heart.
In Hermetic philosophy, with its deep and
longstanding relationship to Jewish mysticism
and to alchemy, prior to God's separation of
Eve from Adam, Adam was the hermaphroditic
first human. The translated Hebrew word for
rib - tsela - may equally mean side or chamber, or beam, so if Eve is created by taking the
side of Adam and not merely a rib, God divides

an equally male and female Adam rather than
refashioning a completely new creature.
Adam represents the alchemical hermaphrodite Prima Materia, the ultimate goal of alchemi- .
cal work. When God created all things, everything came from one material and spiritual
source, which was then modified as different
things came into being. Because the universe·
operates on the Hermetic principle as above,
so below, the alchemists sought to restore and
recombine the purified elements into the base
matter of the universe, reuniting the male and
female principles in a chemical wedding, thereby
bringing themselves into material and spiritual
unity with God. The unity of the alchemical
King and Queen in the imagery of the period
illustrates this fundamental alchemical goal.
The Aviator's Dream
In the summer of 2008 I became fascinated by the story of Amelia Earhart and began
painting her in a series of images that were
strongly influenced by alchemical and Hermetic symbolism; she haunted my daydreams
and became part ·of my discussions with friends
and students. I love her story for a variety of
reasons. First, most superficially and as a lure
to my male libido, she's a beautiful, strong and
intrepid woman; the kind of woman I admire
deeply and have sought in my personal relationships. Second, she fits into my romantic
painted world as a modem Icarus; desiring to
have dominion over the Earth by circurnnavigating the globe, she takes off in her airplane,
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The Aviator's Dream, oil on canvas, 48" x 84"

entering her elemental home - the air - never
to return. In my imagination she still circles
the globe, forever one with the air, an ideal
representative of that elemental essence. Even
her name alludes to her elemental nature, for
Amelia Earhart is eternally listening to the air's
heart. In this series of works she has become
the alchemical Queen. The first of the paintings was titled The Aviator's Dream . .Here Amelia
has landed in a strange scene: a body falls from
the sky while a dark winged man watches the
body's descent with arms outspread. In the distance smoke rises from the Twin Towers, while
Amelia appears seated in the foreground , miss ing two fingers and being covered with ivy. Her
face is raised and frozen in a silent cry. A box is
half- opened on her left side, concealing a red
rose within. In this image Amelia is part of a
trilogy of air myths: her own story, in which she
becomes one with the air; the ancient myth of
Daedalus and Icarus; and the new myth of 9/11,
which has penetrated deeply into the American psyche. Each story has an elemental theme
at its heart: Amelia's attempt to conquer Earth
ends with her disappearance into air; Daedalus
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has the most elemental of stories, escaping from
the earthy island to fly across the water, only to
helplessly watch his son perish as he ascends too
close to the fiery Sun, crashing into the unfor giving water; the mostly Saudi hijackers who
flew their unlawfully seized planes into the Twin
Towers of the World Trade Centre brought down
the twin pillars of Boaz and Jachin by flying
through the air to bring fire to them, reducing
them to the Earth.

The Queen beheads and dreams
In Amelia Beheads the Alchemical King, Earheart has come to the same location where I
found the hermit in another recent painting
titled Bombers (seen by many readers of this
journal at the 2008 International Alchemy Conference in Las Vegas, and included here), but the
setting has been transformed. Now the desert
has become darker, the landscape has softened
and the only remaining unaltered feature of the
environment is the rocky foreground of white
stones upon which our heroine stands. As the air
element, Amelia brings the potential to transform the Earth. She is carrying a sword, usually

"In my imagination she still
circles the globe, forever
one with the air, an ideal
representative of that
elemental essence."

Bombers, oil on canvas, 48" x 84"

representing fire in alchemical symbolism, with
which she has beheaded the alchemical King,
usually a representation of the process of distillation (i.e. the alchemist takes the subject
material, separates its constituent elements by
means of distillation, then removes or beheads
the essential oils of the material which float on
top of the liquid that comes over in the process:
in other words, reducing the material into its
pure essence, seen here as the white flame).
At first glance this painting appears to show
us a violent episode of death, but it acts on a
number of levels: as a simple alchemical allegory
illustrating a distillation and the nigredo, or purification; then as the narrative of the relationship
between the alchemical Queen (Amelia) and the
King whose head rests on the rocky ground.
That head is mine; it is a self portrait, for this
painting is not only an alchemical illustration the narrative on another level is the story of my
own relationships: here Amelia is also the rep resentative of the lover who has transformed my
life - she too is a strong, independent woman.
As a personal alchemical allegory of reduction
the painting shows my lover and I as a couple

in the stage within which we presently live, the
nigredo, which is happening right now, as we
create new patterns of life wholly different to
our former experiences. My lover comes with
the sword, the elemental fire that is heating the
situation and transforming me from the original
state into the purified version of my essential
self, reducing my needs to a minimum and forc ing me to simplify myself. It is not a particularly
comfortable state to be in, but it is a most necessary phase that will ultimately bear fruit, for
immediately after this stage comes conjunctio,
the combination of the King and Queen into one
alloy. Solve et coagula! 1::.
'Porphyry. Life of Pythagoras. In K.S. Guthrie and D.
Fideler, The P.Ythagorean Sourcebook and Librar.Y: An
Antholog.Y of Ancient Writings Which Relate to P.Ythago ras and P.Ythagorean PhilosophJI, 1988:133.
Michael Pearce splits

his time between Thousand Oaks
and Sebastopol, California, where he paints allegorical oil paintings on canvas, usua ll y with an alchemica l
emphasis. He is chair of the Art Department at California Lutheran University.
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The Salts of Lifv
KAREN BARTLETT

his article is a guide for the use of biochemic
cell salts and the role of spagyrics in producing
salt tinctures. The cell salts have been gaining popularity and are taking their place amongst
the various homeopathic remedies now being rediscovered, as people increasingly lose faith in the big
pharmaceutical companies and their dangerous drug
pedaling. More people are turning to Nature for the
cures that She provides, once (and hopefully once
again) accessible to everyone on the Earth.

T

Celu salts
Cell salts are homeopathic preparations
of certain mineral compounds found within
all living things. Cell salts represent a selfcontained homeopathic system that lends
itself to easy home use. Twelve in number,
cell salts are an extremely versatile, natural
healing method.
The cell salt system of medicine is based
upon the 1858 cell theory of Virchow. He said
that the body is a collection of cells and that all
medical treatment should centre on the health
of the individual cell. Together with German
biochemist Willhelm Heinrich SchuEler, they
developed a system of medicine based on cellular h ealth. Schu~ler fo und in 1873 that there are
certain essential minerals that the body requires.
He discovered this by studying the remains of
42
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numerous cadavers and examining them after
calcinations or burning to see what essential
elements remained. He found that an im balance or a lack of any of these minerals may lead
to disease in the tissues so lacking. Providing
the missing minerals to the tissues corrects that
imbalance and so eliminates the illness. Thus,
the cell salts facilitate a rebalancing of the body,
enabling its natural disease controlling mechanisms to function. To this end, the cell salts are
not a cure or a medicine per se, but a powerful
body function balancing supplement .
As the importance of the inorganic components of cells was recognised, the 12 salts were
found to be the basic building blocks of the cell.
It was also found that water and other organic
substances were used by the salts in building the
cells of the body. If a deficiency exists in any of

these salts, the cell and consequently the body
would suffer.
The analytical chemist Charles W. Littlefield wrote that "The twelve mineral salts are,
in a very real sense, the material basis of the
organs and tissues of the body and are absolutely essential to their integrity of structure
and functional activity . Experiments prove
that the various tissue salts will rapidly disinte grate in the absence of the proper proportion of
these salts in the circulation fluid , whereas the
maintenance of this proportion insures healthy
growth and perpetual renewal. These mineral
salts are, therefore, the physical basis of all heal ing. Regardless of the school employed, if these
are absent from the blood and tissues , no permanent cure is possible ."
These 12 cell salts (see Table 1, below) are
essential for the health and growth of the body.
They are grouped into phosphates, chlorides,
sulphates, and fluorides (also silicea).
Table 1: The 12 biochemic ce ll salts and their abbreviations

I Biochemic cell salt

Abbreviation

Calcium fluoride

Calc fluor

Calcium phosphate

Calc phos

Calcium sulphate

Calc sulph

Potassium chloride

Kalimur

Potassium phosphate

Kali phos

Potassium sulphate

Kali sulph

Sodium phosphate

Natrum phos

Sodium sulphate

Natrum sulph

Sodium chloride

Natrum mur

Ferric pyrophosphate

Ferrum phos

Magnesium phosphate

Mag phos

Silicon dioxide

Silicea

I

I

These 12 cell salts were found to constitute
the human body. Due to the minute scale of
cells, the ideal way to replenish any deficiency
is through very small micronutrients that go
directly to the depleted cells. Tinctures of the
salts are easily absorbed, enabling the salts to
go directly to the bloodstream without the body
expending unnecessary energy in digesting and
processing the micronutrient cell salts.

Homeopathy
Many people are confused about homeopathy. Homeopathy has been around for a very
long time. Many remedies are listed in the
Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the United States
including the cell salts, and they are grandfathered in to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). To quote an article on the FDA
website by Isadora B. Stehlin: "Homeopathy is
a medical theory and practice that developed in
reaction to the bloodletting, blistering, purging, and other harsh procedures of conventional
medicine as it was practiced more than 200
years ago. Remedies made from many sources
- including plants, minerals, or animals - are
prescribed based on both a person's symptoms
and personality. Patients receiving homeopathic
care frequently feel worse before they get better
because homeopathic medicines often sinmlate,
rather than suppress symptoms. This seeming
reversal of logic is a relevant part of homeopa thy because symptoms are viewed as the body's
effort to restore health."
So homeopathy (from the Greek h6moios,
meaning similar, and pathos, suffering or dis ease), grew out of need to replace earlier, barbaric medical practices. Some homeopathic
products contain what appear to be very poisonous substances such as poison ivy, mercury ,
arsenic, antimony, etc.
In the late 1700s, a German physician named
Samuel Hahnemann looked for a way to makt:
gentler medicines with less side effects than
many offered at the time. He developed the
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Left to right: Willh elm Heinrich Schi.i~ l er, Samuel Hahn emann , and Paracelsus

three homeopathic principles, namelx the law
of similars, the minimum dose, and the single
remedy. Hahnemann deduced that if a large
amount of something causes symptoms in a
healthy person, then a small amount of the
same can treat the symptoms in someone else much like the way a modern vaccine works. He
tested his theory on himself and others, finally
narrowing it down to the most infinitesimal,
minute quantities of the substance to treat the
symptom. He found that the smallest amount
increased the medicine's effectiveness . And so
the cell salts follow Hahnemann's theory and are
homeopathic in nature. They are produced in
various strengths, the most conunon being 6X
and 7X dilutions. A level of dilution as much as
12X can be prescribed for acute conditions.
Many health food stores now carry biochemic cell salts, as more naturopaths are pre scribing them. Increasing numbers of people are
discovering the benefits of the salts and the 12
remedies. The cell salts now sold commercially
are in lactose pill form, and increasing numbers
of people are discovering their benefits. Particularly (although not exclusively) for the lactose
intolerant, there is another alternative: the tincture or liquid form of the cell salts dissolved into
an alcohol base, much in the way of other herbal
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tinctures. TI1ese cell salts are dissolved into grain
alcohol in the same titrations as the pill form .
The advantage of taking a cell salt in tincture,
as opposed to tablet, form is that it allows for an
even more rapid absorption of the remedy into
the bloodstream. The alcohol is relatively safe for
anyone, amounting to only a few drops of alcohol - even less than the amount ingested when
taking a cough syrup.

Spagyric tinctures
To explain the spagyric tincture one has to
explore alchemy. Indeed, both tinctures and
biochemic cell salts themselves occupy the realm
of homeopathy, which arose from alchemy.
Spag_yric - a term that Paracelsus coined
back in the 1400s- means to separate and recombine. According to Robert Allen Bartlett in Real
Alchem_y, "Paracelsus (born Theophrastus Bombast von Hohenheim in Switzerland 1493) revo lutionised the Alchemical Art and is considered
to be one of the fathers of modern chemistry and
pharmaceutical medicine. A respected physi cian and university lecturer, Paracelsus demonstrated the power and effectiveness of alchemically prepared medicines. He stressed to his colleagues the importance of looking carefully into
alchemy as a source for medicines far beyond

what the current pharmaceutical technology
could produce ... "
But what is alchemy? Most people associate
alchemy with cliched scenarios of a supposedly ignorant medireval scholar trying to turn
lead into gold, and a lot of wealthy people being
subsequently duped by this supposed miracle
art. A fine and accurate description of alchemy
and its goals is offered, oddly enough, by a skeptic of alchemy, Lucia K. B. Hall, in her lecture
'Alchemy and Science': "But alchemy is not
about transforming nature in order to understand nature, it is about transforming nature
in order to understand how to transform man.
An understanding of the precise chemical steps
that transforms base, 'unripe' metals into gold
is supposed to lead to an equal understanding
of the precise philosophical steps required to
transform man's body into the gold of perfect
health and immortality and his soul into the
spiritual gold of complete understanding of and
perfect union with the mystical reality or, in
some cases, with god ... "
And so the main task of alchemy is to transform on all levels, from the physical to the
mental and spiritual state to the highest level.
Hence, alchemy is an evolution on all levels. Gold
was considered the highest attainment of matter
and so, logically, if the alchemist could produce
gold from impure matter, he would also mirror
the process in and of himself. In order to have
a superior homeopathic or medicinal tincture,
one must evolve that mineral or plant subject to
its highest state: its gold, as it were. And that is
where the spagyric process comes in.
A spagyric tincture is made by a careful
process in which all the parts of the mineral or
plant are separated through a process of heat and
distillation, before being brought to the highest and purest potential state. The mineral or
plant subject is separated into its mind, body,
and spirit, as alchemy assumes that trinity is
present in all living things. Having quickened
the subject to its highest evolutionary state, the

components are then recombined, providing a
superior living tincture. As all the bodies of each
part of the mineral or plant have been separated
and perfected, when they are recombined and
brought into the body, the effect is transferred to
the person ingesting the remedy, thus affecting
a cure not only on the physical level, but also on
more subtle levels, of the body.
Spagyric tinctures resonate with the chi flow
in the human body. The flow of chi is an important part of healing as evidenced by acupuncture, acupressure, therapeutic touch, and many
other systems that work on the subtle energy
bodies of both humans (and other animals). It
is this that makes a spagyric tincture - with its
mother salts mined from the Earth, carefully
prepared in a year long process and aged like
fine wine - superior.

Thv junctiow of thv celv
Cells are composed of three basic parts: the
nucleus, or brain of the cell; the cytoplasm,
which provides nourishment to the nucleus;
and the cell membrane, which contains both
and provides form and protection. The cell is a
chemical factory in which hundreds of chemical
reactions take place. The nucleus of the cell controis everything that goes on in this factory. It is
a necessary function of the cell membrane to let
in proper nutrients in order to fuel this factory
and keep out harmful entities, such as bacteria
and viruses. Energy is produced via the burning
of oxygen and sugar in the cell. The catalyst for
this process is in the form of an enzyme, which
gathers necessary raw material for the reactions
to take place. Should that enzyme be lacking,
the exact sequence of reactions is not possible
and the cell cannot survive. The enzymes in
a cell wear out after awhile. The nucleus acts
as a template to produce more enzymes. The
enzymes must be constructed out of basic materials, namely proteins, vitamins, and minerals.
If one's diet is deficient in these ingredients then
the cell cannot properly replenish the enzymes.
Vol.10 No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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"Used properly, astrology is the operator's manual for ourselves, gu iding us
to our purpose in this life and showing us our predispositions to ailments and
imbalances in all our bodies. To this end, astrology also maps the remedies."

The chemical factory comes to a halt and the cell Month for the Best Health', from the Associated
Press (opposite) .
dies. The raw materials needed must be sourced
on a daily basis. The cytoplasm contains all of
Thv celv salts and.J astrolog.J)
the basic 12 biochemic salts. Different types of
Some people may consider that the astrology
cells require more or less of certain of the salts
(i.e. nerve cells require larger amounts of potasconnection is hogwash. But before dismissing
sium phosphate to function; blood cells higher such a link, consider again the subtle forces that
are known to work on the body. It is established
amounts of ferric pyrophosphate). Although
proper nutrition is in1portant to the health of that we are constantly bombarded by electrothe body and cells, diet and common vitamin magnetic rays from the Moon, the Sun and the
supplements often overlook these essential stars. These rays are affecting every living thing
on the planet, including ocean tides , weather
micronutrient salts that cells require in order to
and the growth cycles of the Earth.
remain healthy.
Astrology is based on the premise that you
Many of the body's processes are electriare
the centre of your personal Universe - that
cally charged in nature. Cell enzymes work to
attract the necessary raw materials by means of you are the Sun, so to speak - and that the horielectrical attraction. It is well docun1ented that zon at the time and place of your birth revolves
the electromagnetic energy of the Moon has an around you. This places a unique stamp upon
you at birth, determining your personality and
effect upon the Earth and ocean tides. As inhab tendencies upon arrival into physical existence,
itants of the Earth we cannot help but be influenced by the electromagnetism of our external i.e. the electromagnetic energies stamp a pattern
environment. So too the cellular factory of our into the energy configurations of your brain.
bodies. It could be said that all living things are
Studies have been undertaken in Japan
affected by prevailing cosmic influences. At the
which examine the effects of the time of year
moment of birth human beings are affected by · upon chemical processes and reactions. It was
found that the conditions of the Earth's electhe electromagnetic rays bombarding the Earth,
influencing the individual's personality tendentromagnetic fields influenced the rate of reaccies and physical functioning.
tion. This also confirms the ancient alchemists'
In his studies, Schli(l,ler found that human insistence that the time of year would influence
beings are born with a deficiency of at least three
the outcome of an operation.
of the biochemic cell salts, as a result of being
Hippocrates, the father of medicine, wrote
in the womb for nine months . Dr. George W
that "A physician cannot safely administer
Carey noted that the sign on the Eastern horimedicine if he is unacquainted with astrolzon at the time of birth (i.e. rising sign or ascen ogy." That is, a physician should not do any dant) greatly influenced the balance of these
thing with a patient prior to synchronising with
essential salts in the cells. Before dismissing
the Earth cycles, or the treatment could fail or
this, consider the following article, 'The Birth have complications .
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Used properly, astrology is the operator's
manual for ourselves, guiding us to our purpose
in this life and showing us our predispositions
to ailments and imbalances in all our bodies. To
tllis end, astrology also maps the remedies.
Each of the twelve signs of the zodiac - that
is, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo ,
Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius ,
and Pisces - corresponds to a time of the year,
beginning with Aries at the spring equinox·and
ending with Pisces. The individual astrologi cal chart alters the original pattern according
to the horizon surrounding the individual at
the time of birth, so that not every sign is in its
proper house, i.e. Aries first, Pisces twelfth. This
interplay of energies is what makes each person
unique. The house is the playing field, or the
where in which the energies are operating. The
planet in the house is what is operating, and the
sign on the cusp of the house is the how of it.
These can be benefic, or easy and compatible,
or malefic, which is a struggle. Bad aspects are
48 ALCHEMYJOU RNAL

challenges we present to ourselves to work out
here. Anyway, this is not the place to go into an
in- depth lesson in astrology. Suffice to say it all
involves subtle and physical energies that affect
each person uniquely.
The Sun's position in a chart influences body
chemistry. Saturn also affects health. The south
node of the Moon, calculated by the time of day
of birth, is also important with regards to which
cell salt regimen one should follow. Although
there are basic salts assigned to each Sun sign,
the ideal way to individually tailor a supplement
regimen is to have your chart cast. If you are
unable to visit an astrologer, there are websites
where you can get a chart made for your specific
time, place and date of birth. You need to know
your Sun sign, Saturn, Moon 's nodes, and rising
sign or ascendant. Without all of this informa tion, a regin1en can still be created, although a
few elements may be missing.
The cell salts that you will need to take will
be the ones that correspond to each of the above
components of your chart. There are three for
each Sun sign - these are your bridge salts.

Using thv celv salts for' remedies
In addition to the cell salts being an excellent way to supplement and balance the physical body, they are also an excellent and safe
way to treat minor ailments . Biochenlic cell
salts are an excellent way to begin using effective homeopathic remedies, and are completely
safe. The cell salts may be used by themselves
for the afflictions listed below, or to benefit certain organ systems and functions of the body.
They may also be used in combination with each
other to treat specific symptoms. Some combinations for symptomatic relief of various afflic tions follow (see Table 2, opposite).

Remedies for' animals
One of the best tests regarding the efficacy
of natural cures lies with administering doses
of the remedy to our four footed brothers and

Table 2: Biochemic ce ll salt remedies for vari ous affl ictions

I Affliction
Insomnia, sciatica, neuralgia, neuritis

Ferrum phos, kali phos, mag phos

General debility, nervous exhaustion,
convalescence

Calc phos, kali phos, ferrum phos

'
Acidity, heartburn, dyspepsia

Mag phos, natrum sulph, silicea

Dermatitis, acne, eczema, skin ailments

Kali mur, kali sulph, calc sulph, silicea

Indigestion, colic, flatulence

Calc phos, natrum phos, natrum sulph

Fatigue, headache, migraine, nervous headache

Kali phos, natrum mur, silicea

Lumbago, backache, piles, loss of elasticity

Calc fluor, kali phos, natrurn mur

Hayfever, allergic rhinitis

Mag phos, natrum mur

Fibrositis, muscular pain

Ferrum phos, kali sulph, mag phos

Congestion, cough, cold

Ferrum phos, kali mur, natrum mur

Weak brittle nails , falling hair

kali sulph., natrwn mur, silicea

Circulatory disorders, varicose veins

Calc fluor, natrurn mur

Rheumatism

Calc phos, natrum phos

Menstrual pain

Calc phos, kali phos, mag phos

· Poor circulation, chilblains, aching feet and legs

l

Biochemic ceU salt (abbreviated)

I
I

I

I

Calc fluor, kali phos, mag phos

Sinus, sinus disorders, catarrh

Ferrum phos, kali sulph, natrum mur

Erupting teeth, infants teething pain

Calc fluor , ferrum phos, mag phos, silicea

Stomach upset, biliousness, sick headache,
digestive disorders

Kali mur, natrurn sulph

First stage of illness

Ferrum phos, kali mur

Calcium absorption, low calcium levels,
osteoporosis

Calc phos, silicea, natrum phos

sisters , primarily because the placebo effect
does not come into play with animal healing. I
have used many remedies on my dogs, cats and
horses in particular, with much success .
For example, a biochemic cell salt remedy
for skin allergies and sores was given to my

I

I

i
horse who suffers every year from sweet itch, a
severe allergic reaction to the bite of the midge
or gnat. I have given her cell salts when she
was acute and her sores healed up within the
week. During the spring and summer months
when she is vulnerable I routinely administer a
VaLlO No.1 Northern Spring I So uth ern Autumn
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Table 3: Pharmacopoeia for various afflictions using the cell salts

Biochemic cell salt
(abbreviated)

Physical component

Affliction

Calc fluor

Bones, teeth, skin, connective
tissues, elastic fibres of the veins
and glands

Loose teeth, haemorrhoids, skin
diseases, hardened glands , poor
circulation, ailments of the tendons and ligaments

Calc phos

Bones, glands, nerves, blood,
gastric juices, connective tissues

Convalescent, bone diseases,
rheumatism, rickets

Calc sulph

Tissues of the skin, blood, mucous
membranes

Abscesses, boils, styes, skin ulcers,
infections

Ferrum phos

Blood, veins, arteries, lungs , ears,
nose

i
Anti- inflammatory, infections,
anemia , internal hemorrhaging,
beginning stages of all acute illness

Kali mur

Muscles, nerve cells, blood,
mucous membranes, brain cells

Ear and throat ailments , tonsillitis

Kali phos

Brain, nerve cells, spinal cord,
blood system

Depression, apathy, stress, irritability , poor memory, irrational
fears

Kalisulph

Tissues of the skin, mucous membranes , throat and lungs

Bronchial sinus, oily skin, athlete 's
foot , moving pains, excess sweat,
late stages of all inflammations

Magphos

Nerves, muscles, heart

Shooting pains, cramps, spasms,
neuralgia, angina, colic, convulsions, general pains

I

Natrummur

Water, part of every fluid and
solid in the body

Too dry or too much moisture,
headaches, chronic diarrhoea,
hayfever, watery eyes, dry eyes,
flaky skin

Natrurn phos

Biochemical acid balancer

All conditions of acidosis, heart burn, dyspepsia, digestive upsets,
intestinal worms and other
parasites

Natrum sulph

Intercellular fluids, liver, pancreas, bile, intestines, descending
colon

Watery secretions, light sensitivity, gas, biliousness, migraines,
asthma

Silicea

Ridding the body of non - func tional matter

Cleanses and eliminates waste,
slow healing wounds, helpful for
all septic conditions of the body

I
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I

I

I

Table 4: Astrolog ical associations with the cell salts

Dates

Astrological sign

Biochemic cell salt
(abbreviated)

3/ 21 / 40 to 5/ 08 / 42

Taurus

Natrum sulph

5/09 /42 to 6/ 20 / 44

Gemini

Kali mur

6/ 21/ 44 to 8/ 02 / 46

Cancer

Calc fluor

8/03 / 46 to 9/19 /48

Leo

Mag phos

9/20/48 to 4 / 03 /49

Virgo

Kali sulph

4/04/49 to 5/29 / 49

Leo

Magphos

5/30 /49 to 11/ 20 / 50

Virgo

Kali sulph

11/ 20 / 50 to 3/ 07/ 51

Libra

Natrum phos

03 / 08 / 51 to 8/13 / 51

Virgo

Kali sulph

8/14 / 51 to 10/22/ 53

Libra

Natrumphos

10/23 / 53 to 1/ 12/ 56

Scorpio

Calc sulph

01/13 / 56 to 05/14/56

Sagittarius

Silicea

5/15 / 56 to 10 /10 / 56

Scorpio

Calc sulph

10/11/ 56 to 1/05 / 59

Sagittarius

Silicea

1/06/59 to 1/ 03 / 63

Capricorn

Calc phos

1/ 04/ 62 to 3/24/64

Aquarius

Natrummur

3/25/64 to 9/17/ 64

Pisces

Fe rrum phos

9/18 / 64 to 12/16/64

Aquarius

Natrum mur

12/17 /64 to 03 / 03 / 67

Pisces

Ferrum phos

3/ 04/ 67 to 4/29/69

Aries

Kali phos

4 / 30 /69 to 6/18 /71

Taurus

Natrum sulph

I

I

~tfll§cflytp£2:YQ>ll1),=1t
Aries

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

Libra

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Capricorn

Aquarius

Pisces
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combination of cell salts and herbal tinctures,
such as cleavers (galium aparine) and flax (!inurn
usitatissimum) seed, with good results. Every
year her condition improves. A friend used the
cell salts on her large malamute suffering from
heat sores that were not successfully treated by
the veterinarian. She had considered eutha nising the dog. I suggested that she try the cell
salt remedies and she did so with great suc cess, and was amazed at the results. Some of
the biochemic salts good for skin conditions
and healing include kali sulph , natrum mur
and silicea.
Animals generally respond well to natural therapies. The best part about it is that one
needn't buy a larger quantity of medicine for
effective dosing of a horse, compared to the
amount required for a cat or even a human. The
way homeopathic solutions work is that less is
actually better than more, so the dose really is
about the same for a horse as it is for a human.

level of dosing would be maintained for at least
one week, before being reduced to two drop perful's of cell salt tincture twice per day for
another week. If the symptoms subside, you can
stop or continue taking an even smaller dose for
one more week.
This dosing level is higher than that for
when the cell salt tincture is being consumed
as a health supplement, when one d.ropperful
is consumed once per day. Some remedies are
detailed in Table 3.
With regards to storage, cell salts should be
kept away from strong smelling substances in a
tightly sealed bottle or container.

Astrologicav associations with; thv
celv salts
Some astrological associations with the bio chemic cell salts are detailed in Table 4. h.
Jansky , R. C. How to Use the Cell Salts. Astro- Analytics
Publications: Van Nuys, California, 1977.

Pharmacopoeiw for minor ailments
using thv celv salts
Cell salts can be combined to effect a more
complete healing of a condition, and are safe
to dose to children. Administered sublingually
(i.e. placed under the tongue), they are quickly
absorbed into the body. Alternatively, cell salts
can be taken in a small amount of water.
In general, in order to heal a condition, it is
suggested that two dropperful's of cell salt tincture be taken three or four times per day. Tlus
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Karen Bartlett has practiced karm ic astrology for the

last 25 years, and uses astrology as a guide for furthering self and spiritual understanding. Over the past
14 years she has been learn ing alchemy and creating
healing herbal tinctures for herself and her anima ls.
She also promotes and manages.her husband Robert's
alchemical teaching and lecturing, and is currently promoting and organising the return of Paracelsus Col lege
in the USA. She holds an Assoc iate of Science degree
from Kingsborough College in Brook lyn, New York.

hat is the role of the Femi-

W

nine in the works of alchemy

and kabbalah? How do we

recognise the Feminine powers at work
within us? And how can we nurture
this relationship in our lives to manifest
its full potency?
So often it is easy to overlook the role and
presence of the Feminine in our work and our
lives . Yet, Her role is so essential that nothing
could come into being without the Feminine.
This is true of the Masculine as well, but all too
often our focus is skewed towards the Masculine
at the expense of the Feminine. For those who
have studied the path of alchemy, however, an
important role is ascribed to the Feminine. Two
of the primary archetypes of alchemical symbolism, Sol and Luna, make this clear ... Luna, the
Feminine, is at least half of the equation. Luna
represents the anima or inner feminine of the
Alchemist. This Feminine archetype is linked
to the elusive workings of our subconscious

mind, our emotional impulses, our intuitive
nature, and our ability to give birth to things in
the world. But, is there a deeper, more occult
role that the Feminine plays in the alchemical
process? To answer this question, we can, as
many alchemists of the Western path have done
before us, look to the ancient teachings of kabbalah for insights.
The interlinking between kabbalah and
alchemy is so prominent that it is nearly impossible to decipher many of the older Western
alchemical writings without an intimate knowledge of kabbalah. So, what role does kabbalah
ascribe to the Feminine? According to kabbalistic philosophy, the role that the Feminine plays
in the process of creation and transformation is
venerated to such a pristine place that many kabbalistic customs are derived from these teach ings. To the kabbalist, honouring the Feminine
is of the utmost importance. To the kabbalist,
the role of the Feminine is clearly distinguished.
In the kabbalah, the name of this Divine Feminine is the Shekhinah, which means indwelling
and refers to the Presence or Soul of God that is
with us in the world. In fact, whenever someone
Vol.lO No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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Birth Canal of Creation. Now, it is not accurate
to say that the Shekhinah was created, for she
already existed within En Sof. Rather, as the
En Sof withdrew, the Shekhinah remained; She
was the vessel. It is through Her that Light and
Energy
came into being, for before Her, there
ShekhinaiL ancL Creation...
To conceptualise the Shekhinah and her role was only the potential of existence. Thus, the
it is necessary to look to the stories of creation. Shekhinah represents the self-restraint that
This is because the very fi.rst act of creation God/En Sof had to impose upon Itself in order
is where the Shekhinah emerges. Kabbalah to create the Universe, and She embodies the
teaches that before the beginning was the En Sof, eternal Quintessence that results from the flow
the Source of all things. En Sof is everything and of Source energy into Her. Thus, here we can
see that the Shekhinah is
nothing ... It is an potential
more all-encompassing
yet nothing manifested ...
than
the Luna archeIt has no beginning and no
"Now, it is not accurate to
type of alchemy. She is
end ... It is neither Massay that the Shekhinah was
more like the Mother of
culine nor Feminine, and
both Luna and Sol. But
created, for she already
yet both at the same time.
she is also more than an
Alchernicallyspeaking,one
existed within En Sot. Rather,
archetypal mother. In a
might see the En Sofas the
as
the
En
Sot
withdrew,
the
sense, we might say that
One Mind, the One Thing,
the Shekhinah is the
the Prima Materia, etc. all
Shekhinah remained; She
Quintessence itself.
rolled into One. For everywas the vessel. It is through
The Shekhinah plays
thing that you might say
Her
that
Light
and
Energy
another very important
about the En Sof, you can
role in the story of crealso say the exact oppocame into being, for before
ation, and in particular in
site about it, so it is often
Her,.there was only the
the great plan of humandifficult to talk about. In
kind. It is believed that
other traditions the En Sof
potential of existence."
in man's fall to a denser,
is called the Tao, the Void,
less perfect state of being
the Zero Point Field, God
the Source. There is no place that the En Sof in the physical, the Shekhinah stayed with us as
is not found, for it is infinite. Thus, in order to we separated from God or were exiled from the
begin the process of creation, for the potential Garden. Thus, the Shekhinah, once again, was
to become actual, the En Sof had to first with- voluntarily removed from God I En Sof in order
draw from Itself to create a tiny vacuum .. This for us to have our experience. She has always
withdrawal or contraction is called Tsimtsum in stayed with us, wherever we were exiled or
isolated or shut out; the Shekhinah was always
kabbalah. Through this a singular point, a primordial vessel, was created, and into this vessel there in exile and isolation with us. Thus, the
the essence of En Sof could flow and be con- Shekhinah is also in Malkuth, the Kingdom - the
centrated to such a degree that creation burst Salt of the Earth, and final step of creation where
forth in a Big Bang. It is this vessel, into which the energies funnel into the physical world that
the concentration of the God essence flows,
is our home. It is for this reason that kabbalthat is the Shekhinah - the Feminine Womb or ists often refer to Malkuth as the Bride. For the

feels as though God is present, kabbalists would
say it is actually the Shekhinah. This Shekhinah,
though, is not merely just an aspect of God, She
is a Divine Being of Her own right.
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ultimate plan and driving desire of the Universe
is for the Bride, the Shekhinah, to reunite with
her Bridegroom, the Creator. So, the Shekhinah,
in addition to befr1g the Soul of God, is also the
Soul of the World.
There is another aspect to the Feminine that
is central to kabbalistic teachings and is best
described through the pattern of the Tree of
Life. On this Tree of Life there are three pillars:
the Pillar of Force (usually depicted on the right
side), the Pillar of Form (usually depicted on the
left side), and the Pillar of Balance (the middle
pillar). The Pillar of Force is traditionally seen
as the Masculine energy, with Chokmah, the
Divine Father, Sol, at its top. This pillar deals
with expansion, limitless flow of energy, generosity, force, initiative, potency, and movement. The Pillar of Form, on the other hand, is
usually ascribed to the Feminine energy, with
Binah, the Divine Mother, Luna, at its top. This
pillar deals with contraction, limitation, containment, form, crystallisation, receptivity,
stillness, patience, and discipline, all of which
reflect the functions of the Shekhinah in the first
act of creation. The Pillar of Balance mediates
between the two polar energies and is ultimately
what is needed to bring about the union of Masculine and Feminine, Sol and Luna. These three
pillars of the Tree of Life can also be likened to
the three essentials of alchemy.
Here again, the Shekhinah plays a very special and multifaceted role in the kabbalistic
teachings, for it is the Shekhinah that is ascribed
by kabbali.sts to be the Middle Pillar of Balance
that unites the opposites. Just as the soul allows
for the opposites of body and spirit to unite, so
too does the Shekhinah play this role for us.
Indeed, the Shekhinah is the Soul of Man, what
kabbalists call the Neshamah, for She has given
a portion of Herself in order for each human to
come into being in this world. In giving of Herself to humans, in this state of physical density
and isolation, the World Soul becomes shattered. This shattering can be metaphorically

Pillar of Balance
(Union)

The three pil la rs of the Tree of Life

grasped in considering what might happen to a
glass alembic or flask when too much pressure
is exerted upon it during operative alchemical works. Thus, the Shekhinah represents the
ultimate archetype of selfless sacrifice. All Her
sacrifices have been for the benefit of creation
so that humankind may experience this life in
order to fulfill its destiny and purpose. Kabbalists, therefore, pay great respect and gratitude
to the Shekhinah for Her sacrifice and service by
taking up the mantle or the quest to reunite the
Shekhinah with the Creator.

The-- CelestiaL AlchemicaL Wedding
What role can we as alchemists and kabbalists
play in this effort to reunite the Shekhinah with
Her Divine Mate? Kabbalistic and alchemical
Vol.lO No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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Pra yer' tcJ the-- Shekhinah...
Oh Shekhinah,
Divine Feminine Presence, Soul of God, Divine Mate of En Sot,
Grant me your graceful presence .
I praise your willingness and bravery to withdraw from the One so that
we might be created .
I give thanks to you for being Here with us Now and Always, until that day comes
when we all reunite with the Creator.
Thank you for your selfless service to us, your children, and to the Creator, in coming
down into this world so that all might come to be .
And, Thank you for molding and shaping me into the vessel that I am, so that God's
Light may fmd unique expression in and through me.
Help me to have the Faith that, even though I may feel separate and alone at times,
God 's Light is ever present , God's Love is endlessly given, and is always
Forgiving and Accepting,
Grant me the insight to know that, through the blessing of your presence, reunion
with God is near at hand , in any moment in the Here and Now.
Bless me with the patience and discipline to sit in stillness and silent waiting.
Grace me with your peaceful quiet.
Teach me to Understand and harness the cycles of Nature and of Time.
Show me how to create and hold the space, within which the Miracles of the One
Thing may manifest by the mediation of the One Mind through me.
Be with me as I conceive a new self within and give birth to my life in the world.
Help me to appreciate the labour that is required to bring forth
such wondrous creations.
Shape me into an apt vessel that I may be filled with your presence and so that the
Light of Creator will flow through me.
Help me to master my own soul so that the Spirit of God may come down and unite
with you , His Divine Mistress.
Oh , that I may serve as a bridge for your union with the Creator.
Help me to revere the silence and to quiet my mind , so that I may hear the whispers
of Love and Passion between you and the beloved Creator.
Share with me your longing, your burning desire for union with Him.
Let this union take place in my own heart to repair the fragments of my soul
and make me whole once more.
Fill me with your Beauty and Grace, your Silence and Peace , your Strength and
Courage , your Understanding and Acceptance, your Openness and Receptivity .
Bless me with your ability to hold the light and give it expression in the world of form.
Purify the dross of my being. so that the Flame of the One may move upon the waters
of my Quiet Pond and transform me into the Stone of the Wise
Amen.

Written by Dr. TI1eresa Ibis, 17108/ 2008. while in meditation. contemplation
and communion with the Shekinah.

philosophies say that this union can on~ happen
rise to unite with the Creator. We cannot sucwith our involvement, because She is in us. By
ceed at alchemy without mastery of the Feminine
purifying, making whole, and mastering our
aspects within ourselves and the path. Too often
own soul, we help to heal the shattering of the we are so focused on the action or the task at
World Soul. Then, we must go beyond the self hand that we are not even aware of the subtle
and reach out in service to others to ultimately yet essential roles that the Feminine is playing in
help all of humankind heal their souls. Piece by the process. For example, in the distillation of a
piece we bring the World Soul back into a state of solution, were it not for the vessels that contain
wholeness that can then be lifted up to an exalted the solution and its vapours, it would not even
state for reunion with God. This, in essence, is be possible to isolate the three essentials. The
the Great Work of alchemy. As we awaken the
distillation apparatus itself, the vessel, is the
fire within us, purify our
Feminine. Furthermore,
bodies and souls, raise our
the discipline, patience,
vibration, we are in essence
and concentration it takes
"As we awaken the fire within
awakening the Shekhinah
on the alchemist's part to
us, purify our bodies and
within and freeing Her
stay focused during the
from the bonds of Malkuth
souls, raise our vibration, we
distillation process, so that
(the dense, leaden physical
the subtle energies can be
are in essence awakening
form). Once released, Her
coherently harnessed,
the Shekhinah within and
burning desire to reunite
also involve the Feminine
with the Creator (which,
qualities.
freeing Her from the bonds
at our level of awareness, is
Perhaps another look at
of Malkuth (the dense,
mirrored by our own desire
creation stories from both
for union with our own
leaden physical form)."
kabbalah and alchemy
soul) leads to an ascension
can help to demonstrate
up the Tree of Life, also
the qualities of the Femiexperienced as the Kundalini rising. Ultimately,
nine that are needed. Imagine a single spark of
before the union can take place, the kabbalist I
light, a seed of creation, an idea ushered forth
alchemist must pass through the gates of death in
from the One Mind. This spark comes to hover
order to come face to face with God. In alchemy
above the waters of the firmament, the Prima
this death takes place at the fermentation stage of Materia. But this spark, this fire, cannot come
the work; in kabbalah it happens upon Crossing
into direct contact with the waters or it will be
the Abyss. This is a spiritual death, rather than a extinguished, for they are opposites. So it hovers
literal physical death, though it is certainly no
just above the surface of the unformed waters.
small matter and takes much discipline, courage,
And as it hovers, its intense heat penetrates into
faith, and willingness to completely surrender to the waters and warms them. As it continues
the Supreme Being.
to give off its radiant heat and light, the once
What are the qualities that we must culticold and dark waters become warm, even hot,
and a steam begins to form on the surface. A
vate within ourselves in order to succeed at
this alchemical process? Here again we can third thing has been created by the proximity
of the two, containing a mixture of both aspects
learn from the Shekhinah, the Feminine face
within it. This process continues until a thick
of alchemy. For according to kabbalah it is the
Shekhinah that we need to learn to work with blanket of steam forms and begins to surround
intimately in order to awaken Her within us and the fire as well, until finally, this thick blanket
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of steam created from part water and part fire,
that fills the air or the space between, allows for
or becomes the medium by which the spark and
its energy can be conducted into the waters. TI1e
steam or air mediates the transfer of energy and
creative power of the fire into the waters. As this
conduction happens and the energy enters the
waters, it moves through like a flash of lightning,
generating light, sounds, vibration, electricity.
These expressions of energy form and shape the
waters, creating something out of the Prima
Materia; out of the One Tiling. Tills mediator, the
steam, the air, the spirit (Mercury) allows the
fire or consciousness (Sulphur) of the One Mind
to connect with the waters or material (Salt) of
the One Tiling and creation happens.
The important thing to recognise here is
what is required in this process- patience , persistence, stillness, and restraint - in order for the
steam to develop, for the mediator to be drawn
out. If spurious other thoughts from the Mind
had interfered, it would act like a wind blowing across the surface and clearing the steam
away, so that it could not become thick enough
to mediate the conductive power of the fire . The
occult lesson is: one must not pollute this pro cess with thought. Nor can it be rushed. One
can only be still and wait patiently and quietly, while focusing on the One Tiling (the still
waters) and the original spark or idea from the
One Mind (the fire).
The qualities involved here are primarily the
domain of the Feminine. It is the Feminine that
teaches patience rather than seeking inlmediate gratification. It is the Feminine that requires
silence and stillness for the spirit to be drawn
out. It is the Feminine that gives self- restraint
so that the fire does not try to go directly into
the waters and be extinguished. It is the Feminine that is willing to bear the process of waiting for the gestation and pregnancy to take its
full course before new life can be born. It is
the product of the Feminine, the air or spirit,
that mediates this birth like a midwife. It is the
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Feminine that beckons us inwards and demands
discipline to perfect the art and our creations. If
we shun the Feminine, we deny ourselves the
glory of attaining the Holy Grail. If we indulge in
vice and darkness we create shadows within and
chase the Shekhinah away, or at least block her
light from our consciousness. The grace of the
Feminine's gifts must be earned and are often
hard fought. Yet her rewards are sweet and well
worth the effort. When we pay homage to the
Shekhinah by purifying our soul and cleansing
ourselves from the dross or sin of our being, then
She will show us Her face . TI1erefore, it is crucial that we each honour the Sacred Alchemical
Feminine so that she will be with us to mediate
our transformations and creations. Without the
Feminine there can be no alchemJi. !::..
Recommended further reading on the Shekhinah:

Anderson, S.R. & Hopkins, P. The Feminine Face of

God: The Unfolding of the Sacred in Women. Bantam
Publishing, 1992.
Kaplan, A. (translator}. The Bahir. Weiser Books , 1979.
Ponce, C. Kabbalah. Theosophical Publishing
House, 1973.

Sepher Ha-Zohar.
Dr. Theresa Ibis has a PhD in Physics and is a Specialty

Teacher with the Modern Mystery School, an organisation dedicated to the preservation and dissemination of
ancient teachings of life energy and spiritual mastery.
She specialises in the areas of spiritual alchemy, sacred
geometry , and the universal kabbalah. Currently, she
travels nationally and internationally, working to bridge
the worlds of esoteric study and cutting edge scientific
technology in order to help people improve their quality of life and awaken their highest potential. Her work
comes at a critical time in history as quantum physics
now aligns with much of what has traditionally been
considered spiritual mysticism. To learn more about
Theresa and her work visit www.universalkabbalah.
net. To learn more about the Modern Mountain Mystery School go to www.modernmysteryschool.com or
www.rmmsint.com

Paracefsus Co{fege
The Opus Minor- Spawric Herbal Work
frima 28th September to +th October 2009
QaBaLa + Astrocyclic Pulsations+ Sacred Geometry+ Internal Alchemy
Four Day Easter Herbal Worl:?shops and 9 Day Secunda Mineral class May 2009
Ril:? Denenberg and Jeannie Radcliffe have over 20 years experience teaching and developing the
practical oral tradition created by Frater Albertus Spagyricus. This unique life changing experience
of the Inner and Outer Wort? in the Path of Alchemy is inspirational and down to earth.
The 7 & 9 day class format in Herbal, Mineral and Animal Wort? unique to the Paracelsus College
continue to be unsurpassed in the Alchemical Oral Tradition.
For more information - http://paracelsuscollege.org.au or email - paracol@yahoo.com

Jfllf:",. Institute of Paracliemistry Jfllf:",.
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Beyond.J Passions
Immersed in the vibrant colours I perceive throughout my everyday life, in
my dreams, hopes and thoughts, I express them through brush strokes," she
said of inspiration. "I hope that I can share with the public the same feelings
of warmth, love, gentleness, and peace that my paintings bring to me.
Tamara Nikolic, in her own words

Left: Beyond Glory, acrylic on wood, 25" x 26"; right: Above All the Passions, acrylic on wood, 25" x 26";
opposite : Melancholy, acrylic on wood, 24" x 22"

native of Serbia, Tamara Nikolic came to
New York 16 years ago and immediately
fell in love with it. In this melting pot
of humanity, she searched for her own purpose,
discovering in herself a Byzantine spark mixed
with boundless emotions and Serbian mysti cism. It had to be released, and so she channeled
it through her art.
Nikolic started her artistic road as a painter of
icons. As she grew as an artist, her style changed
to express unique experiences of ethereal and
subconscious realities. "I am presenting to
the world my visions, thoughts and dreams ,"
she said. "I am advancing on a path to different realities, and opening the doors for all who
want to see."
Nikolic has participated in five group exhi bitions in New York and New Jersey, and four
solo shows in Manhattan and Brooklyn. Two of
her icons are displayed in the Museum of Biblical Arts in Dallas, and her work can be found
in many private collections across the United
States and throughout the world.
She also works as a freelance book illustrator

A

and Serbian-English translator. Many of her
works illustrate books on Freemasonry, including RoyalArt: Three Centuries of Freemasonry (2006)
and The Peace of the Rose (2007) . More recently,
her Jungian intuition has been employed in the
design of a tarot deck. These cards of this deck
can be seen at www.visionarytarot.info

Above All the Passions
Acrylic on wood , 25" x 26"

"We measure our actions in this materialistic
world, and when we become aware of how emotions and passions destroy us and the world, we
face our own athanor. That slow burning oven
of purification lead me to realise the joy of everpresent Divine Love for all mankind, and to see
that the beginning and the ending start and end
in one snowflake , one drop of water."

Beyond Glory
Acrylic on wood, 25" x 26"

"The glory of our lives seems overwhelming: the freedom to run wild; the freedom to
destroy our Mother Earth and burn her forests;
Vol.10 No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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Left: To Understand (from the triptych To Know, to Understand, to Be), acrylic on wood, 7.5" x 11 .5";
right: Self-Examination, acrylic on wood, 24" x 17"

to interpret faith in dogmatic teachings; to
admire the innocence of children; to put veils
on women so that they don't see the truth and
become obedient to the point of humiliation; to
develop nuclear technologies, and squeeze the
last drop of oil from the Earth. But beyond that is
Glory, the True Glory, the Music of the Spheres,
sitting on a perfect cube, contemplating a Divine
Golden Rose."

To Understand (from the triptych To Know, to
Understand, to Be}
Acrylic on wood, 7.5" x 11.5"

"The illuminated spirit of Love is the only
way out of the bondage of anguish. United, man
and woman encircle their lives on their way of
realisation of Divine Paradise." A
Tamara Nikolic is a painter and freelance book illustator , interested in m ystica l, sacred and occult

Melancholy

realms of human existence . Her art is surrealistic,

Acrylic on wood, 24 " x 22"

often purposely naive and disproportional, but sur-

"When I entered the alchemical castle of
my own body, I realised that melancholy is my
artistic creative force. And even though it brings
with it the pain of self-sacrifice, I acknowledge
that in every darkness there is a light, and in
every pain, there is a joy."

prisingly expressive.

For more information about

Tamara visit www.tamaranikolic.blogspot.com and
www. visionarytarot.info

Jay Hochberg is Past Master of the New Jersey Lodge
of Masonic Research and Education, No. 1786 in Trenton, New Jersey, and is a co-founder of Th e Masonic

Self- Examination

Society, a non-proftt educational association serv ing

Acry lic on wood, 24" x 17"

the Craft in North America. He welcomes your fur-

"On my pilgrim's path, I was accompanied
by sadness and joy, always protected and sheltered by the Divine. With the Moon in my hand ,
I go further."

ther support of esoteric studies and Mason ic educa-
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tion by joining either the Rose Circl e Research Founda tion at www .rosecircle .org or the Mason ic Society at
www .themasonicsociety.com

he subject does not arise often in classic alchemical literature, but
when it does the art and science of alchemy itself is personified as
a female figure . One of the curious things about this attribution is
that very little is ever explained about just what She is. If we peel back the
veil which obscures a deeper understanding of the nature of this feminine
archetype, we will discover that She contains within the bounds of Her
being all that is essentially alchemical in nature.
The first thing that we should consider here is just what an archetype
really is. In its broadest definition an archetype is something like the
blueprint of a system. It contains all of the essential data that defines the
information, form and dynamics required of and in any system. When
we contemplate alchemy, as an art and science, in relation to the idea of
that which forms its blueprint, we must begin with the fact that alchemy
is a system which involves the study and application of a specific group of
natural laws . When it comes to defining alchemy I don't believe we can do
better than turn to Aurea Catena Homeri (or The Golden Chain of Homer) for
the best explanation, for The Golden Chain focuses much of its introductory
comments on explaining to the reader just what alchemy really is, on the >

T
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basis of the processes in Nature it is solely concerned with. I think that The Golden Chain best
sums up the nature of this natural machinery in
the following quote (from the first paragraph,
Chapter4):
"These four [Elements] are nevertheless only
two, fire and water; They are forced to engender
continually a regenerated Chaotic water or primordial Chaos out of their Center, for the generation, preservation, destruction and regeneration of all Things ... " [emphasis added]
Alchemy as a science is primarily concerned
with the investigation and study of that mechanism in Nature that causes the generation, preservation, destruction and regeneration of all things,

Mundi is attributed by qabalists to the sephira
(sef-eye-ra) chockmah (ho-1<:-h-mah), on the
qabalistic Tree of Life. Grasping this much will
allow us to work out exactly who alchemy, as
the patient, is. Qabalists attribute the vessel of
this agent to the sephira binah. These two sephira are given various titles by qabalists; titles
which describe their functions in the different
departments of Nature. To chockmah they give
titles such as abba (arh-bar) which is Hebrew for
father. As such chockmah is the universal Father,
the masculine pole of the creative function, and
the driving force behind Nature. To binah are
given titles such as aima (aye-mar), meaning
universal Mother, and neschamah (nesh-arh-

"Alchemy as a science is primarily concerned with the investigation
and study of that mechanism in Nature that causes the generation,

preservation, destruction and regeneration of all things ..."
as The Golden Chain explains it. It is that which
in common language is called the life cycle, but
is in Hermetic technical terminology referred to
as the spagyric formula (or mechanism). This generation, preservation, destruction and regeneration
of all things is the vehicle of evolution. By its
process all things in the three kingdoms evolve,
in time. The Golden Chain tells us that there is
one agent in Nature that is responsible for the
generation, preservation, destruction and regeneration of all things, and it describes (in Chapter 1)
this agent:
"What we call Nature especially, is the universal fire or Anima Mundi, filling the whole
system of the Universe, and therefore is a Universal Agent, omnipresent, and endowed with
an unerring instinct ... "
Alchemy, as an art, is concerned with the
use of this agent to the ends that its artists are
placed in a position to manipulate the mechanisms of generation, preservation, destruction and
regeneration. As the universal agent this Spiritus
64
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mah) meaning higher intellect. So here we have,
for all intents and purposes, the archetype of
alchemy, the qabalist's Great Mother.
I think it's not too difficult to argue the
connection between the Anima Mundi as the
universal spirit and the qabalistic chockmah. I
think anyone with a good understanding of these
concepts, from the Hermetic and the qabalistic
perspectives, could see how such a relationship
would work. But I think that my reason for
attributing the feminine archetype of alchemy
to binah, thus far, may have required too much
of a leap in logic. So let's look at that concept in
more detail and see if we can't find some firmer
evidence to back that up.
In looking deeper into the idea of the personification of archetypal forces or laws in
Nature, the qabala serves us as an excellent
source work. For this reason alchemists of the
Western Tradition have integrated qabalistic
study and teaching into their philosophy since
the early centuries of the Christian era. Since

F".gure 1: Mother/Father archetypes on the Tree of Life

Figure 2: The six qabalistic partzufrm

qabala is a universal system of philosophy,
veiled in allegory and illustrated by symbols,
it should not surprise us that its tenets overlay
those of alchemical doctrine, which is itself a
universal philosophy.
In the oldest teachings of traditional qabala
there are described six primary personified
archetypal forces. qabalists call these six primary
archetypes partzuftm (par-tzoo-fim), and there
is an entire area of qabalistic teaching devoted
to them. The core of these teachings explain (in
allegory) the attributes of these archetypes, the
dynamics of the relationships between them and
- most importantly - the roles that they play in
the mechanism of natural law.
The six (primary) partzuftm have various titles
attributed to them, which describe their different functions at the various levels of any living
system. For the purposes of this discussion we
shall limit ourselves to titles and descriptions
that elucidate the theme of the discussion. The

archetypes above the eleventh sphere (see Figure
1 and/ or Figure 2) are what I call the higher functions. They exist eternally and are not subject to
the laws of temporal existence which affect the
lower functions (i.e. spheres four to ten). The
three higher functions include: (1) yechidah
(yek-ee-dar), the alchemist's Rebis; (2) chiah
(chi-arh), abba- the power which sustains a
system; (3) neschamah, aima- the container of
spheres one and two. In this way the three higher
functions manifest in the neschamah, who, due to
this aspect of Her function, is often referred to
simply as the Presence in older qabalistic writings, such as those found in the Sepher ha-Zohar
(sef-ar ha zo-har- Book of Splendour).
The lower functions are threefold as well: (6)
the mach (roo-ar-ch), the alchemist's King; (9)
the nephesch (nef-esh), the alchemist's Queen;
and (10) nachash (nar-kar-sh), the Serpent or
Dragon, the antithesis of sphere one, yechidah
(yeh-key-dar).
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qabalist's ruach (a literal translation of which is
In the oldest alchemical writings, such as the
spirit or air}. Lastly, the Salt of the alchemists
Tabula Smaragdina or Emerald Tablet, the Great
is the qabalist's nephesch.
Work (of confecting the Philosopher's Stone}
So much for the older, more orthodox
was described as a dynamic manipulation, in a
descriptions
of the nature of these archetypes.
series of stages, of the two poles, of the state
For some in - depth , more readily accessible
of matter - the volatile and frxt. In alchemio qabalistic language these two poles are the King alchemical descriptions of the nature of the nes chamah, as Mater Alchemz, we will have to look
and Queen, Lion and Eagle, or Winged and Wingat
both the modern Hermetic qabala (sometimes
less Dragons, for example. In strictly alchemical
called the Anglo-qabala} and to alchemical lit terms these are the volatile (ruach -air- Mercury}
erature itself.
and the fixt (nephesch -earth In Chapter 4 of the afore Salt} aspects of the Philoso mentioned famous and highly
pher's Stone.
respected alchemical work, The
The third principal alchemiGolden Chain of Homer, we find
cal facet of the Stone is found in
the
passage:
the neschamah (Mother). She is
"It is a natural and philothe alchemical Sulphur or fire.
sophical Axiom 'Non transire
Here we have one of the first
posse abuno Extremo ad alterum
agreeable hints that She is Hermedio,' - that is: It is
absque
self the archetype whose perimpossible to proceed from one
sonification I refer to as Mater
Extream to another Extream
Alchemz, for, as the container
without a Medium. This Axiom
of the triple fire of the supernal
every Artist ought to mind,
spheres of the Tree of Life, She
is the very embodiment of what
thousands err because they do
Figure 3: Shin, the Presence
not observe this Truth."
has often be called the PhilosoThis is a statement we find not only repeated
phy by Fire (alchemy).
This concept is most vividly displayed in a in The Golden Chain but also in various other
qabalistic device that links the Hebrew letter respected alchemical works. Any student of
Shin to the neschamah (see Figure 3). The three
alchemy who is intimately familiar with the
licks of flame which comprise the upper regisessential Hermetic principles upon which the
ter of the letter refer to the three sephiroth of laboratory work is founded will know that the
the higher functions. The bottom register of the
above quoted concept is of key importance. In
letter is a horizontal bar which links the three
the Great alchemical Work the first two steps
flames or sephiroth into one integrated unit. This of the spagyric formula - including separation,
glyph accurately describes the nature of aimapuriftcation and cohobation (which is the blue neschamah. Again, Shin is the first of three of the
print of our method of practice) - are more or
letters of the Hebrew alphabet that are known less a series of simple chemical manipulations.
as the three mother letters. These mother letters It is the final step- the chymical wedding or coho - Shin, Aleph and Mem - are attributed to the
bation - which is the process which defines our
three alchemical principals 1 of Sulphur, Mercury work as being strictly alchemical, but only if it
and Salt, respectively. Now we can conclusively
is carried out philosophically.
state that Sulphur is the principal that contains
The cohobation is a homogenisation of the
the three higher functions , and Mercury is the
three alchemic principals, i.e. their fusion into
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one mass that is a new element. In order to
attain an effective wedding of these principals
we require a perfect understanding of both the
conceptual and mechanical meaning of the
statement I have quoted from The Golden Chain.
Our Mercury (mach) and Salt (nephesch) exist
as a natural antithesis to each other. That is,
chemically they will not react and thus will not
combine (i.e. wed). In order for our Stone to
manifest we must therefore find a medium that
will allow them to unite. That medium is none
other than our Sulphur (neschamah). One of the

described a number of times in different ways.
Each of the ritual officers in these degree rites
represents either one of the partzuftm and/ or
some natural force that is in operation in the
Great Work. The officer who represents the
neschamah, our alchemical principal of Sulphur,
explains the nature of Her functions in the following two meaningful charges, taken from the
0=0 Degree of Neophyte:
"Hegemon: I preside over the symbolic
gateway of occult science. I am the reconciler
between light and darkness ... I superinten-

"Here we have one of the first agreeable hints that She is Herself the
archetype whose personification I refer to as Mater AlchemCE, for, as
the container of the triple fire of the supernal spheres of the Tree
of Life, She is the very embodiment of what has often be called the
Philosophy by Fire (alchemy)."
phrases used 'by qabalists to describe the functional role neschamah plays in the Great Work is
... love of the Divine. In other words, neschamah
is that function in humans that causes us to seek
Divinity, represented in our psycho-spiritual
nature by the yechidah (Reb is). In other words,
neschamah is that urge in things which attracts
them towards unitp (the Rebis-state).
Since we know that ... the things below are like
unto the things above ... we can postulate that the
same natural laws that govern the psycho-spiritual state (above) of humans, govern the same
functions in physical bodies (below). In this way
our antithetic alchemical principals - Mercury
and Salt - are compelled to unity by the unifying
principal of Sulphur. Sulphur, the element of
fire freed from its elemental matrix, is therefore
the key principal in the Great Work. Sulphur is
the alchemist ... the great unifier.
To further elaborate the theme, in the initiatory ritual degrees of the Hermetic Order of
the Golden Dawn we find this essential concept

dent the preparation of the candidate; lead him
through the path of darkness into light."
This gateway is, of course, the Porta Sapientz
of the alchemists, which leads from an understanding of the rudimentary chemical aspect
of the novice's work through to the advanced
alchemical knowledge of the Master alchemist
who possesses the keys to the door and to the
Great Work. That door is represented by the
eleventh invisible sephira of the qabalistic Tree
of Life, known as daath or knowledge. It opens
across the abyss between common chemical
knowledge and knowledge of the Hermetic mystery of alchemy. Once the student of alchemy
crosses that gulf he or she immediately arrives
in the sphere of the neschamah, who is known
as understanding that leads to wisdom.
She is the alchemist in the tarot Temperance
card, carefully manipulating the Lion and the
Eagle. She is the head and tail of the Ouroborus, the Alpha and Omega, the Azoth. She is the
Great Mother, manifesting in both her light and
Vol.10 No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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dark aspects - the womb of Nature giving birth
to all things that come into physical existence;
and the tomb of the Earth, the grave, receiv ing the dead who are leaving this world . As
such, She is the personification of the process
in Nature which we call alchemy. 1::.

elements. In order to bring the label for these sub stance- conditions into line with the reality of their
nature, l have dropped the spelling principle (rule or
moral) and adopted the spelling principal (foremost)
throughout my writings.
Rubaphilos Salfluere lives in New Zealand, has been

1

When discussing the subject of the three alchemi -

involved in traditional Hermetic alchemy since the

cal principals (i.e. Mercury, Sulphur and Salt) , the

1980s, for nine years of which he was the persona l

common convention is to use the spelling principles

student of one of Frater Albertus Spagyricus' gradu-

(definition: a moral code, a law, or policy). This is not

ates. He founded the non-profit Heredom Group, and

an accurate definition of the collective terms Mercury,

has been teaching private students under its banner

Sulphur and Salt. 1hese three items are both physi -

since the early 1990s. He was a member of the Builders

cal substances (or conditions of physical matter) and

of the Adytum, the Philosophers of Nature, has been

non - physical conditions. It is possible that the spell -

extensively involved in Freemasonry, and is a member

ing principle, to describe these conditions, came into

of rank in the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn . He is

accepted usage before the English language adopted

a professional Jungian psychotherapist and an awarded

a standardised spelling. These substances are in fact

oenologist. His book, The Hermes Paradigm , Book

three of the four alchemical elements, and some au-

One: First Principles, is forthcoming from Salamander

thors of the classic era point out that they are indeed

and Sons in 2009. His new website can be found at

the three principal (i.e . foremost, or most important)

www.heredom.org
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FEATURE

"... that all are equal, all are free,
and all deserve a chance to pursue
their full measure of happiness."
Barack Obama, 44'h Pres ident of the United States,
Inaugural Address, 20 January 2009

listened to this speech on my way home
from work and cried. It was a moment to
reflect on the promise of equality and justice
unparalleled in a time where our past actions
have brought reactions. In reflecting on the
culmination of so many struggles, I realised
that the full measure of happiness comes in the
combination of political acceptance and personal spiritual development. While President
Obama would most likely not wear an Interna tional Alchemy Guild ring, he has applied the
principles of alchemy in his personal life and
political synthesis.
There is a fundamental feminism in the practices and tenets of alchemy. Alchemical symbology is deliberately ambiguous on sexual mat ters . It is important to note that an alchemist
does not speak in terms of the physical per se.
A major misunderstanding of human nature is
that sex is a bit flip of boy or girl, instead of a
spectrum of sexual directions. This is not spelled
out directly, but is manifest as an expression of
the fixed laws. The syzygy is likened to the ultimate personality; carrying both male and female
aspects. The alchemical marriage is beyond symbolic; a chemical process of burning acetic acid
to create a hydroxide using a wine stone. As acid
becomes alkali, the alchemist sees one side of a
character revealing its counterpart.
Conversely, you could look at spagyric synthesis in terms of the rules of attraction. The
process of separation, purification and combination has a personal context as well. Everyone remembers that their first attempts to gain
favour with a potential partner involves some
form of being noticed- a separation, if you will,
from the dross form of the wallflower. How you

I
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"At the second International Alchemy
Conference the audience gave a
panel of alchemists ... an unscripted

CbLORCCELESTINU$.

set of questions covering topics
form metallurgy to intellectual
property. None challenged the
group as much as the question of
women and alchemy: 'Why are
there no women on your panel?"'
Right: Th e sex ual embrace of the purihed principles

get separated is beyond discussion, but alcohol
is arguably a menstruum outside of the labora tory. This is the phase where some social device
can engage you to see the true nature of your
soul, or at least the identity you embrace at the
time . Purification is the first date; the qu~stions
that reveal what fruit you would be in a salad
and why, and other activities start to show the
essence of your personality to your potential
partner and define whether there is a chemistry.
Combination is a personal matter that does not
require examples for comparison.
So the mark of evolution is the acknowl edgement of these variegated differences and
their acceptance in society. Stay- at - home dads;
the struggle to sway Hilary Clinton supporters to
become Sarah Palin supporters; gay rights - all
of these are evidence of our acceptance of the
fixed law that opposites and attraction manifest
in many ways.
Alchemy not only teaches the alchemist
to embrace the feminine and the masculine as
they are the two poles of creation, but it provides
some funny expressions of it. At the second
International Alchemy Conference the audience
gave a panel of alchemists, which included several alchemists with a minimum of seventeen
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years of operative experience in the laboratory ,
an unscripted set of questions covering topics
form metallurgy to intellectual property. None
challenged the group as much as the question of
women and alchemy: "Why are there no women
on your panel?"
The first response was humorous: partial
credit given for most panelists having long hair.
Was this enough evidence of embracing the
alchemical feminine?
In hindsight, I think we did not adequately
address the question. We tried to answer with
theories including that we were men trying to
embrace more feminine aspects, and that female
alchemists were more interested in less public
roles. Ultimately, we encouraged the many
female alchemists in the audience to join the
panel next year. We did show a very egalitarian
approach by promoting a kibitzer form the audience to join the panel mid- discussion. Hope fully next year we will have a more adequate
answer. Towards this, I encourage any female
laboratory alchemists reading this article to contact the organisers of the International Alchemy
Conference and take your rightful place on the
panel in October 2009.
Whether in the social laboratory or the

private alembic, happi11ess is an often- neglected
motivation for alchemy. We need to not only
celebrate the diversity of our differences and
similarities person to person, but to take the
harder look illside and accept the opposites and
attractions of our own hearts . Every successful
couple has its balance of strengths and weak nesses , commonalities and conflicts. Learn
these lessons internally and you can manifest
them externally. Win the battle at home and
you win the battle for the world.
Throughout the presidential election campaign, it was clear to me that Michelle and
Barack live a life of sexual equality that is
required ill transmutations. The evidence of a
sharing of personal power ill a couple has never
been clearer. Several commentators noticed the
body language of support and focus not often
seen in marriages of politicians. The Obamas
has embraced the union of opposites directly in
the choice to not only elevate an open lesbian
to a high cabillet post, but to respect a differmg
opmion ill a choice for inaugural pastor. Ideo logues on both sides of the dialectic forget that
the true battle is succeedmg where opposites
can meet, mstead of forcillg enantiodromia with
any extreme agenda.
Whether you want to believe it or not ,
alchemy is illherently political - in fact, it is the
most radical of disciplines. While most alche mists may not be card carryillg members of lob bying or activist communities, our belief ill fixed
laws may fall out of favour with the ruling vogue.
The universal truth of love and unity ill diversity is not always expedient when implementing
anger and hegemony as rule of law.
The concept of fixed laws implies that there
is a flux of other laws that may run ill conflict
with other authorities. Even today, cryptography is considered a weapon. Alchemists
codified their secrets by purposefully writing
the wrong order and adding nonsense steps to
obscure the true meaning, so that only the illiti ated could understand the formula that could be

extracted from a text. At times, even popes have
issued edicts agamst alchemy. But history has
shown that truth can still thrive ill the shadows
of tyranny.
We are fortunate beneficiaries of the alche mists of our past and celebrate an openness
unseen ill millennia of society. Technology, the
historical by - product of alchemical mquiry ' has
arguably been the catalyst for erasmg barriers
and advancmg the pursuit of happilless. But as
the previous American admillistration's suspension of even the most medi:I!val of legal guaran tees has proven, vigilance over the freedom to
pursue our craft never sleeps.
Judge the success of a nation by its accep tance of fixed laws, especially with regards the
social structure and diversity. The laboratory of
the universal femilline is political power. The
combinations that manifest as cosmic masculine
and femilline define the progressive nature and
ability to change. The achievements ill the realm
of sexual politics are the ultimate assertion of the
alchemical tradition into 21sr century politics.
The power of gender and sex is the most powerful and misunderstood fixed law of alchemy.
A constitutional law professor with access to
The Button does not a philosopher- killg neces sarily make . But alchemy enters another nlilJennium with political and econonlic magis teries brewillg. We need a gentle heat ill social
realms to contmue to free ourselves from the
excesses and mequities of the past. The Great
Work stands as the future of American politics
and, by extension, the next great liberatillg force
ill our corner of the universe. A
Andrew Minkin is a former publicity director for the

Philosophical Research Society, a graduate of Pomona
College in t he History of Re ligion, a student of Agni yogi
Burt Wilson and alchemist Art Ku nkin, and has be en a
laboratory alchemist since 1991. He was a speaker at
the 2008 Alchemy Conference an d on the alchem ist's
panel. He w ill be sharing his researc h on the re - la unch
of www.archaeusdesign.com come 01 June 2009.
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uriferae artis, quam chemiam vacant,
antiquissimi authores, sive Turba philoso phorum- more commonly known as The
Turba Philosophorum, or Assembly of the Sages is an influentiall2' 11 century Latin manuscript
that brought together the best thinkers and
the key concepts of the alchemical tradition
in a single volume. The International Alchemy
Conference carries on that tradition by bringing
together some of the world's leading alchemists
and exploring the many paths that alchemy has
taken in the modern world.
I got some welcome help staging the 2008
International Alchemy Conference when Duane
Saari volunteered to take over as Master of Ceremonies. Duane is a master networker, with
his own alchemical consultancy company, and
really helped to keep things moving smoothly.
Duane opened the Conference on Friday evening
with a fascinating presentation exploring Isaac
Newton's love of alchemy and how the principles

A
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of the Great Work were the basis of some of New ton's revolutionary work in science.
I followed with a lecture on the Materia
Prima (First Matter) , the essential yet mysteri ous ingredient necessary to all transmutations.
Nothing was more in1portant to an alchemist's
work than this spiritised essence which, by
means of the Secret Fire, they believed could be
extracted from any substance and actually rendered tangible and visible, and I described some
of my experiences seeking to isolate it in the lab
during my apprenticeship in Vienna.
Laboratory demonstrations were once again
part of the activities. A demonstration of the
alchemical distillation of plant essences was
given by Gary Stadler, who handed out hydrosols
from his distiller to all members of the audience.
Chemistry professor Dr. Kevin Dunn performed
live chemical experin1ents that amazed everyone, and Robert Allen Bartlett, who worked with
Frater Albertus Spagyricus at Paralab, opened

the Saturday session with an in- depth look at
one of the most important parts of the work with
metals - the preparation of the metal acetates.
Robert also held a two day workshop on spagyrics in which he revealed some of the laboratory
techniques alchemists used to isolate the living
essences of plants.
My workshop on spiritual alchemy turned
out to be a little embarrassing, however. I usu ally distribute alchemical trinkets to help participants remember the lessons of the workshop.
This year I had ordered little fragranti meditation
stones from India. These are lightweight flour gypsum concoctions that are inscribed with
symbols, baked until hard, and then sprayed
with rose oil. But when I opened the box l found
50 jlagranti, which are the short leather seventailed whips used by the flagellant sect in India
for self- punishment. Well , I figured I would
hand out the whips anyway - as a symbol of ego

self- control. Unfortunately, during the rest of
the Conference, whenever one of my students
would see me in a restaurant or casino, they
would start waving their whips at me. I am sure
that all the tourists thought I was some sort of
Las Vegas sadomasochism king.
A much more appropriate excursion into
Indian alchemy was given by Dr. Pradheep
Chhalliyil, a highly respected biochemist whose
presentation on the connection between the
inner work in Vedic alchemy and the physical
transformation sought by the alchemist was
one of the conference's most inspiring lectures.
Another inspiring presentation was given by spiritual alchemist Gudni Gudnason and Dr. Theresa
Ibis, who discussed the alchemy of the creation
of the universe as presented in the kabbalah.
The creation of the inner universe of the
psyche was discussed by Jungian psycholo gist Dr. Thorn Cavalli. Using examples from his
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own practice, Dr. Cavalli showed how hidden
alchemical principles are at work on all levels
of our being. Dr. Rene Lawson snowed how the
ancient art of storytelling can connect us to those
same alchemical principles in order to provide
insight and power in our lives. Dr. Bruce Fisher
also focused on the inner work with his exploration of theurgy, which is the attainment of
divine consciousness by developing and invok ing our own higher divine faculties of abstract
thought and intuition.
Hermeticist John Michael Greer explored the
ancient alchemical healing system of the Four
Elements, and author J.J. Semple talked of how
the life force is elevated and enhanced in the
Taoist alchemist's Golden Flower meditation and
the Circulation of the Light. Respected alchemist Art Kunldn discussed his research into how
to attain inunortality using alchemical methods
in meditation, as well as in the lab.
The astrological aspects of alchemy were
covered by Andrew Minkin, who showed how
to combine mathematical chaos theory with
astrology to enable better interpretations of
stellar energies, and Timothy Wilkerson, who
demonstrated how to do a basic astrology chart
in relation to alchemical laboratory work.
Alchemical artists were also represented at
the Conference. Dr. Michael Pearce exhibited
several pieces of art~ork featuring profound
alchemical symbology, and a demonstration of
alchemical music in the tradition of Pythagoras was performed by Phil Campbell and Annie
Aronson of the Hobbyhorse band. Las Vegas
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stage magician Jeff McBride, and the Alchemical Ritual Theatre Company, helped to keep
the energy flowing and once again performed
a powerful closing ceremony that touched
aU present.
The real power of any assemblage of creative
people is the networking and exchange of ideas
that occurs. Many at the 2008 International
Alchemy Conference took home new ideas and
the seeds of transformation for their personal,
social, and working lives. With the forthcom ing third International Alchemy Conference,
the Conference itself undergoes a transforma tion as it moves from Las Vegas to the Los Angeles Convention Center. We are expanding the
venue to allow for much larger audiences and
more room for lectures, workshops, and vendors. TI1e change wiU give us a larger vessel in
which to perform the Great Work in which we
are all part of the chemistry. See you there in
October 2009! 1l.
Dennis William Hauck is a practicing alchemist, internationally recognised authority on the principles of transformation , and Solar (or Chokmah) President of the
International Alchemy Guild. He has authored a dozen
books that range from translations of old alchemica l
texts to ground-breaking revelations of alchemical
principles. His work has been featured in over 400
films and interviews on such shows as Extra, Sally

Jessy Raphael, O'Reilly Factor, and Gera/do. More about
Dennis at www.DWHauck.com and www.Aichemylab.
com I more about the 2009 International Alchemy
Conference at www.AichemyConference.com

Hymn to Kali
Ramdulal Nandi

You play tricks, Kali.
I know.
You let them call you anything.
Magas call you Pharatara,
Europeans call you God;
Mughals and Pathans,
Saiyids and Qazis
All call you Khuda.
You are Shakti for Shaktas
Shiva for Shaivas
Surya for Sauras
Radha for Vaishnavas
Ganesh for Ganapatyas
Kuber for Yakshas
Vishwakanna for craftsmen
The saint Badar, for boatmen
Ramdulal says this is no delusion.
From what comes to pass,
Truth is felt
But the mind misbehaves
Takes the One to be many. A

From pagel45 of The Book of Kaliby Seem a Mohanty .
New Delhi . First published in Viking by Penguin
Books India. 2004.

Reviews
Journeying the Royal Road
Rubaphilos Salfluere
Ru sse ll Burto n House
Th e Portal: A Story about Love, Immortality and
the Philosopher's Stone

Triad Publ ishing, $19.9 5 (USA) paperback, 206pp,
ISBN 978- 0-6 151 -5703-0

T

he publication of serious esoteric novels
is a long and respected tradition within
the realm of esoteric literature. There
are usua.tly two reasons an author, who has an
active background in occultism , decides to write
in novel format. Firstly, because he or she feels
that the world is not ready to
accept what he or she has to
say, in non - fictional format;
or secondly, because he or she
desires to paint a picture for the
reader, through the writing,
which can only be translated
effectively in the guise of fic tion. In the latter case, it is not
uncommon to insist that while
the format is fictional, the con tent is to some degree factual.
In the last 150 years we
have been treated to the rela tively frequent publication
of general esoteric themes in
this rare genre (i.e. the esoteric novel). At the
same time, though, it is a rarity amongst rarities to find a novel on the subject of alchemy,
by a writer who is known to have been actively
involved in the work himself. Russ House's new
work, The Porta!, fits in to that rare category, and
joins the company of other contemporary works
in this class such as Frater Albertus Spagyricus'

The Alchemist of the Rocky Mountains and Gently I
Answered and Said ... as well as the more recent
work, The Red Lion: The Elixir of Eternal Life, by
Maria Szepes, and Paulo Coelho's The Alchemist. Although the blurb on the back cover of
The Portal likens Russ House 's novel to Coelho's
work (and it certainly has that kind of feel about
it), I personally found it had more in common
with the first of Frater Albertus' novels men tioned above.
The study of alchemy attracts such a wide
range of individuals who come to the Work for
all manner of reasons. Because that journey is,
for many students, a very private experience, we
often don't get the opportunity to understand
how other travellers on the
Royal Road view the nature of
the alchemist's struggle. One
of the things that I like about
reading alchemical novels
(when the writer is known to
have been actively involved in
the tradition), is that the author
intentionally breaks with this
custom of privacy and reveals
to the reader something of his
or her view of the Hermetic
landscape. Sometimes that
view is more an idealism than
it is realistic, and sometimes its
motive is to entice us with the
allusion to facts . Russ House's novel most certainly gives us the in1pression that we are looking at a mixture of both kinds of view. There are
points at which you are presented with images
which are more conceptual than real, and at
other points I felt as though I was glimpsing the
shadows of real events that have influenced the
writer's own alchemical career. We see this,
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for example, in the threading of the regulus of
antimonji theme throughout the entire length of
the story. It is a theme which is known to have
played such a prominent role in the life of Jean
Dubuis, who in turn had a huge influence on the
writer's personal journey.
The nature of the approach to alchemy that
the author presents us with in this novel is also
in line with his own background, i.e. it does not
bear the hallmarks of a cold, chemical approach
to alchemy. lhe tale told in The Portal describes
the lives of a small group of alchemists who have
an esoteric approach to the science of Hermes.
The plot, in a general sense, revolves around a
drama that unfolds amongst the individuals of
that small group, who are themselves members
of a secretive fraternity of alchemists.
The story begins by introducing us to the
characters, the close community they move
in, the nature of their relationships and of the
esoteric work they are involved in together. As
the story unfolds intrigue takes over from the
gentle - paced atmosphere established in the first
few chapters. The focus of the story shifts from
a relatively close- knit interaction between the
main characters, out to the broader international
stage of the wider esoteric community. In this
way the author presents us with a view of activities in private alchemical life and in organised
occultism from both a microcosmic and a mac rocosmic perspective.
Much of the story closely follows the effect
that the central drama has on a couple who are
travelling the Royal Road of alchemical initiation together, and examines the kinds of joys,
frustrations and disappointments that are sometimes experienced in such an unusual relationship. Anyone who is familiar with the nature
of the traditional alchemical journey will be
aware of the importance that the male- female
theme plays in the lives of many alchemists.
With this in mind the author leads us through
his story to contemplate the kind of events that
might unfold between men and women who are
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intimately involved in such a journey.
At the same time this novel is not a complex story, nor too heady. TI1rough the entire
length of the work the pace and the writing style
remain relatively simple and gentle - the thing
that reminded me so much of Frater Albertus'
novels . It is the kind of book that you pick up
for entertainment and relaxation, not for cerebral exercise. That said, it is not without enough
food for thought that you wouldn't take time to
return to its pages for a second or third time, as
I found myself doing.
TI1is edition of The Portal is paperback in
octavo (American), and the type looks to be
approximately a 12 point font at l.S spacing. I
found the overall format to be somewhat dis tracting to read at first, my preference for novels
being small duodecimo in small print. There is
a handsome photo of an old Gothic style stained
glass window on the front cover, and a tidy little
insert photo - taken by the author - of an ancient
portal on the back, accompanying the blurb.
This is Russ House 's first novel, and as such
it bears some of the marks that betray it as such.
A slightly excessive use of adjectives, especially
in the opening chapters, takes a bit to get used
to. I found that this detracted from the flow of
the narrative. Nevertheless his young writing
style did not detract from the overall readability
of the story. I can recommend this little novel
to anyone who has more than a chemist's view
of alchemy, and is looking for more than old
recipes to read. I have a feeling that this work
will quicldy be recognised as deserving a place
of respect in the library of any fan of the subject
- partly, I think, because of the rarity of such
works; partly because the author is such a well
known figure (and curiosity gets the better of
some of us); and partly because of the nature of
the story and the way it is told. A
Rubaphilos Salfluere li ves in New Zea land, has been
involved in trad it ional Hermetic alchem y since t he
1980s, for nine years of w hi ch he was t he persona l

student of one of Frater Albertus Spagyricus' gradu-
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ates. He founded the non-profit Heredom Group, and
has been teaching private students under its banner
since the early 1990s. He was a member of the Builders
of the Adytum, the Philosophers of Nature, has been
extensively involved in Freemasonry, and is a member
of rank in the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. He is
a professional Jungi an psychotherapist and an awarded
oenologist.

His book , The Hermes Paradigm, Book

One: First Principles, is forthcoming from Salamander
and Sons in 2009. His new website can be found at
www.heredom.org
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Uncomplicated and visually appealing
divination
Rubaphilos Salfluere
Nicki Scully and Linda Star Wolf
(i llustrated by Kris Waldherr)
The Anubis Oracle: A Journey into the Shamanic
Mysteries of Egypt
Inner Traditions I Bear and Company,
$30.00 (USA) paperback book, 176pp + 43 black
and white illustrations, 35 full colour cards,
ISBN 978-1-59143-090-2

he first thing that 1 want to know about
any work of esoteric subject matter that I
set out to investigate is what kind of subject
depth are we looking at here? The subtitle for this
work - A Journey into the Shamanic Mysteries of
Egypt - leaves us in no doubt that this volume
can be placed firmly in the pagan I New Age
category. The content of the work certainly
proves this point and leads us to conclude that
in some cases the old adage that we should not
judge a book by its cover just doesn't hold true .
Certainly one of the co - authors, Nicki Scully, is
a well known writer of books and producer of
self-help materials in that genre .
The Anubis Oracle is a companion set to a preceding published collaboration by these same two
authors entitled Shamanic Mysteries of Egypt.

T

The packaging for the oracle deck is the kind
that has proved a popular format for the presentation of tarot decks; a hardcover sleeve which
contains both the deck of Anubis Oracle cards
and a paperback instruction manual.
When asking ourselves what it is that we are
dealing with here it should be noted, firstly, that
this is technically not a tarot deck. In the manu al's introductory comments, the authors discuss
the idea that they based the structure and content of their oracle on information which they
had obtained through visionary experiences.
Nevertheless, it becomes obvious that what we
have in front of us is a deck of 35 cards loosely
based on the conventional structure of tarot. ln
explaining how this works our authors tell us
that "The cards numbered 0 to 21 are similar to
the Major Arcana in tarot" and that "Cards 22 to
25 are the four heads of the [tarot] suits ... " and
finally that " ... the composite cards (I- VIII) ...
represent the Minor Arcana ... " In this way the
basic structure of this oracle is overtly tarot -like,
but with more than a sprinkle of artistic licence
applied. At the same time the obvious simplicity
(and inventiveness) of its system requires that
we suspend any traditional technical understanding that we might have of the tarot, and of
ancient Egyptian esoterica, in order to appreciate The Anubis Oracle for what it is .
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The cards which make up the oracle are larger
than those of the average tarot deck. r know that
some people who work a lot with tarot find these
larger decks unwieldy in the hands during divination. Personally, I found the deck size wasn't
atmoying, and that it adds to the visual impact
of the artwork. For someone who has an appre ciation for tarot deck artwork, and for ancient
Egyptian artwork, I found the graphic style and
content of The Anubis Oracle curious and pleasing. The imagery contains conventional Egyp tian iconography with just enough informality
and eclecticism to enable to it form the basis of
productive contemplation, without detracting
too much from the stated theme of the deck.
The instruction manual is presented in a
straightforward, conventional format. 1he
introduction explains the collaborative relationship between the authors and the artist in
the production of the oracle. There is also some
very simple and typically New Age advice on
what is required to read the oracle accurately.
The bull< of the manual then explains the divinatory meanings of each card - again, nothing at
all complicated there . In fact, in reading some
of the divinatory meanings of the cards r was left
wondering just what the message really was.
There are examples of a number of spreads that
can be used, and the basic theme here would
not be unfamiliar to anyone experienced in tarot
systems. There are also some sample readings
to help the reader to get the idea of what he or
she should be aiming for when attempting to use
the oracle. The manual closes with a little self
promotion on the part of the authors and for the
benefit of the artist. For anyone interested in
Nicki Scully in particular there is a full reference
to her previous publications, CDs and so forth.
r can recommend The Anubis Oracle to anyone
who wants an uncomplicated and visually
appealing approach to divination. 1he system
that Nicki Skully and Linda Star Wolf have
designed is not difficult to learn, and does not
require any of the kind of heavy intellectual
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background that often comes hand-in - hand
with cartomancy that is based on systems such
as that taught by the Hermetic Order of the
Golden Dawn, for example . But it should be
noted that even though the deck is loosely based
on the tarot system, it could not effectively be
used as a complete tarot deck by anyone who
might buy the package with such hopes in mirld.
It definitely is a system in and of its own.
Finally, Scully herself leans liberally on the
use of the word and the concept alchem.Y in some
of her previous publications and her work. To
be honest though, after some research into her
background I could not find anything more than
a ver.Y superficial knowledge of the subject of
Hermetism in general and of alchemy specifically. The Anubis Oracle itself, therefore, throws
virtually no Light on the subject. A.
Rubaphilos Salfluere lives in New Zealand, has been
involved in traditional Hermetic alchemy since the
1980s, for nine years of which he was the personal
student of one of Frater Albertus Spagyricus' graduates . He founded the non-pront Heredom Group, and
has been teaching private students under its banner
since the early 1990s. He was a member of the Builders
of the Adytum, the Philosophers of Nature, has been
extensively involved in Freemasonry, and is a member
of rank in the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. He is
a professional Jungian psychotherapist and an awarded
oenologist.

His book, The Hermes Paradigm, Book

One: First Principles, is forthcoming from Salamander
and Sons in 2009. His new website can be found at
www .heredom.org

The Living Process of Alchemy
lona Miller
Dr. Ross Mack

Alchemical Essays
Salamander and Sons, $29.95 (Australia); $24.95
(USA); £13.50 (UK); EUR16.50 (Europe) paperback,
288pp, ISBN 978-0-9804099-1-8

"The changing of bodies into light and light
into bodies, is very comfortable to the course
of nature, which seems delighted with
transmutations."
Sir Isaac Newton, Opticks
"Ultimately, the Stone should be considered a
catalyst to instruct the body code to overcome
its inherited weakness and rebuild a better,
stronger vital metabolism that is not just selfrepairing , but building to an optimal state of
health. The Stone has the seed of all DNA in an
archetypal form and gives the correct, original
instructions to the potential new cells. This
enables generations of mutation/ adaptation of
the organism to self -correct."
Dr. Ross Mack, Alchemical Essays
n Alchemical Essays, Dr. Ross Mack distills the
quintessence of the alchemical art creating a
meta - syn of philosophers for our time. lt can
be difficult in such an esoteric
subject to transcend language
barriers and satisfy both the
novice and the accomplished
practitioner, but he has done
just that in this tastefully illustrated, well crafted volume ,
weaving a tapestry of depth
and richness with subject
matter elements and processoriented guidelines. The qual itative Mercury, Sulphur and
Salt presented herein make a
luminous mixture.
Dr. Mack will cut 20 years
off your learning process, raise
your aspirations, soothe your troubled soul, and
ground your practice in an expanded notion
of our ancient Art, which is a secret therapy ,
as well. One reading may lead you to ponder,
while another brings a 'Eureka!' moment, and
still another sparks an obsessive quest. Alchemical Essays inspires one to truly seize the noble

I

fruit. The author will expand your synergetic
consciousness of the heart of the Art and the
secret heart of Nature.
Dr. Mack 's passionate work is a balm for both
the experimental and spiritual practitioner. This
nonlinear book can be re - read in fractal reiterations in its entirety, or section by section over a
period of years, for inspiration on higher octaves.
Its symbolism stimulates us at an unconscious
level. We all know that revelations have their
own mysterious way of emerging once the aspirant and the time are ripe. If you have the drive,
Dr. Mack's directions will give you traction.
The aesthetic approach of art is as inseparable from alchemy as its experimental nature.
Alchemy is the soulful language of transformation and transmutation, a way of life rooted in
eternal cycles. It is a personal experience of the
laws of Nature that invites the materialisation
of wisdom . Energy is matter in volatile form
and the natural mechanism of creation. Matter
and mankind pass through
archetypal transitional states.
Alchemy amplifies this process, changing our fund amental psychophysical makeup.
Even our failures have value .
Alchemy itself is a prescription for the nigredo depression,
the modern malaise of dark
futures and consumer conformity. It defines a perennial
frontier where eccentricity
elbows out enough room to
thrive in unconventional ways
of thinking, acting and being,
from the sublime to the ridiculous. Alchemy leads us to experiment, break
boundaries and transcend categories, including those of science, art and belief. Intuitively
knowing more than we know we know, some
navigational part of ourselves functions as Mercurial guide.
This magical Art connects private
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consciousness with the unified global field of
awareness. The world is animated and all things
are interconnected. The spiritual technology of
today's alchemy offsets the alienating effects
of modern technology and helps to create a
totally new environment in the same sense that
great art does - a development in the pattern of
human experience. Alchemical media widens
our experiential field. It offers the perennial
promise of rebirth at an enhanced level of functional adaptability.
If you are looking for trade secrets, you will
find many here whose brilliant articulation
only come through a lifetime of effort. Dr.
Mack shares his qualitative perspective on the
alchemical memes of our day, including ormus,
life extension, resonance, frequency, tields,
dark matter and energy, the ether, energy,
DNA, cyclic transformation, and the true nature
of the Stone. You will also find a deep respect
for the living powers of alchemy and an indis pensable love of Anima Mundi as the ultimate
soror m_ystica.
Imagine, instead of buying a cure at the store,
that we actually collect all the raw materials
required from the ground up, create and assemble our own equipment, make our own chemical ingredients according to the old ways, and
draw our own experimental conclusions. The
authentic practice of alchemical art requires all
that of us, and more. It requires we consciously
open ourselves to the Universe and its expansive manifestation mirrored within ourselves. It
makes psyche matter.
Dr. Mack describes the Minor and Major
Work in all the alchemical traditions, including
Hermetic, Chinese, Indian, Arabic and Islamic.
He gives a thorough treatment of spagyrics and
ayurvedic craft. But this is no dry history, nor
list of symbols, nor retelling of parables or outworn myths . His philosophical flights range
from the subtleties of new physics (such as light,
time, superconductors, and the Bose- Einstein
Condensate) to the practicalities of creating and
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perfecting one's lab apparatus. He distinguishes
internal, spiritual and plant alchemy, describing
various methodology and applications.
It's not easy to write such hyperdimensional
text, even though this form of deep coding was
the forte of the alchemists throughout history.
Precisely what separates the modern alche mist from science is a deep and abiding desire
for Nature's enigmatic truths, including emotional, philosophical and spiritual meaning.
Unique aspects are part of our personal journey
toward individuation, but the operations of
alchemy describe the transpersonal milestones
that we share in the progress of our Great Work.
Ultimately, we make the grand experiment
on ourselves.
Both artists and alchemists clain1 a variety of
ways of proceeding with their work. The prod uct of each endeavor is an expression of one's
intentional creative effort. Ultimately, there is
no recipe for the creative process, which requires
the cooperation of the Universe to achieve that
flow state; but there are means available to foster
certain outcomes. Your next correct choice
emerges from strengthening your experiential
connection to creative source.
Dr. Mack has chosen a stunning menu of
alchemical fare that invites the reader not
simply to read the recipe, but to heartily relish
the dish - your own deliciously cooked self.
These essays cover a select array of notions that
enfold the essential aspects of alchemical theory
and practice.
Happily, this is a fluid articulation, without
the obfuscation of dated language in a presen tation that is perhaps one of the best contemporary works of its type. In short, Dr. Mack's
fluent style makes enjoyable reading that speaks
to us on the level we are ready to receive, help ing us to see the invisible world. As base metals
are turned into gold, our soul is regenerated.
Anyone can attempt to recount the history of
alchemy, but it takes a mature practitioner to
shed new light on the subject. l:l.

lona Miller is a non-flction writer for the academic and
popular press, hypnotherapist (ACHE) and multimedia
artist. Her work is an omnisensory fusion highlighting
the effects of doctrines from religion, science, psychology , and the arts. She is co-author of The Modern

Alchemist (Phanes), Magical and Ritual Use of Perfumes
(Destiny) and many articles on alchemy available at

are seen as very closely related, and themselves
often shown to be parallel to teachings in medicine, chemistry and colour theory.
It is not easy to write a review of this book. If
a picture really is worth a thousand words, then
this book has a million things to say. There isn't
a single page past the Introduction that does not

www.spiritualalchemy.iwarp .com. Her homepage is
www .ionamiller2008 .iwarp.com

Museum in book form
Jay Hochberg

ALCHEMY
.., &MYSTICISM

Alexander Roob

The Hermetic Museum: Alchemy & Mysticism
Tasch en, $14.99 (USA) paperback, 575pp ,

ISBN 978-3-8228-5038-1

n celebration of Tasch en 's 25' 11 aruliversary,
the world renowned publisher of artistic and
sumptuously illustrated books proceeded
to create a line of titles covering aU manner of
iconic and symbolic messages, from movies and
photography, to art and architecture, to tattoos
and even chairs. Inevitably the publishing spree
would tOLJ.Ch on esoteric arts. The result is The
Hermetic Museum: A!chem_y & M_ysticism by Alex ander Roo b. Formerly a professor at the University of Fine Arts in Hamburg, before joining the
faculty at the Academy of Fine Arts in Stuttgart
in 2002, Roob is not identified anywhere in the
text as an alchemist, Rosicrucian or Freemason,
and yet he obviously is well attuned to those
sciences' hidden wisdom and the innumerable
symbols communicating occult knowledge.
"A rich world of images has etched itself into
the memory of modern man," Roob's Introduc tion begins, "despite the fact that it is not avail able in public collections, but lies hidden in old
manuscripts and prints." Medi~va1 art depicting Christian mysticism leads to the Romantic
work of William Blake, and along the way the
symbols of kabbalah, alchemy and Freemasonry
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feature at least one esoteric illustration, and it
is that 26 page Introduction that contains most
of the paragraphs of text to read. The major ity of text throughout the book consists of the
detailed captions to the many illustrations and
other descriptions for context. This book really
is a museum, as in a place of the Muses, in that
it gathers the studies of the arts and sciences,
and more.
Roob does not play favorites. Both spiritual
alchemy and the work in the laboratory are
explored. Their histories, mechanics and relevance are presented in detail, and it is shown
that knowledge of both is necessary to succeed in the Great Work. And so, Roob's goal is
to define the many symbols one would need to
undertake those labours. Perhaps an alchemist
with many years of experience could find defi ciencies of this book, but this reviewer cannot
believe that one detail has been omitted.
The first chapter, titled 'Macrocosm (The
World)', begins with this admonition taken
from an Enlightenment era French text: "I
Vol.lO No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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assure you that anyone who attempts a literal
understanding of the writings of the hermetic
philosophers will lose himself in the twists and
turns of a labyrinth from which he will never
find the way out." That's a daunting signpost to
find at the outset, but if nothing else, this author
shows that to be true. And that must explain the
exhausting compendium of facts, speculations,
myths, and artistic samplings that are submitted to the reader via the hundreds of colour and
black and white illustrations, sometimes with
incongruent results.
It is the fall of Adam and the banishment of
Lucifer to the dark abyss - "two cosmic catastrophes" - that produced the "primaterial chaos of
the elements" needed for the Work. Indeed, the
fall of Adam (the Hebrew name means red earth,
as in the red of the lapis) marks the end of "inner
unity" for man, casting him into the "external
world of opposites." The earliest understanding
of a first man is shown as androgynous. "The
feminine that was essential in Adam, before it
was separated from him in sleep, was his heavenly spouse Sophia (wisdom)." The narrative
explanation continues, decoding many plates
from HieroglJJphica Sacra drawn by the theosophist Dionysos A. Freher:
"Adam, created in a state of purity and perfection, is at the point of intersection between
the divine world of angels and the dark world
of fire. Three creatures make claims on him: 1)
Sophia (S), the companion of his youth, 2) Satan
(S), below him, and 3) the spirit of this world ...
In order to force him to a decision, there follows
the temptation of the Tree of Knowledge. The
twoS's, Sophia and Satan, are the two contrary
snakes of the staff of Mercury (Caduceus) and
must be united."
Many concepts, including Chaos, Saturnine
Night, Torment of the Metals, and Resurrection
lead up to Aurora, the Sun, or "the final maturity
of matter after it has passed through all seven
spheres." Gold.
One important service that this book renders
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which cannot be ignored is its demystifying of
Masonic symbols, especially those of the Ancient
Accepted Scottish Rite. The double-headed
eagle, which to my knowledge never really was
satisfactorily explained in Ancient Accepted
Scottish Rite rituals as an esoteric symbol, is
shown here connected to Apollo, the Sun. The
pelican of Rose Croix Masonry is symbolic of the
lapis, an agent of regeneration. Other Masonic
symbols explained in the alchemical context are
the Pillars in the Porch of the Temple, as Sun and
Moon and fire and water; the Winding Stairway,
as the "slow and organic course of the process
of spiritual maturity"; and the Sun - where the
Master of the lodge presides - of course as the
"imperishable spirit, immaterial gold."
The author devotes considerable space to
explaining the role of the feminine in alchemy.
It is shown that the word matter comes from the
Latin root mater, as in maternal. But perhaps to
allow for different points of view, seemingly
varied interpretations of the feminine role are
given. In one instance, Eve represents Mercury, complementing Adam's Sulphur. Under
the heading 'Conjunctio' we learn that "Woman
dissolves man, and he makes her solid. That is,
the spirit dissolves the body and makes it soft,
and the body fixes the spirit." An early 16th century painting is narrated thus: "I am hot and dry
Sol, and you Luna are cold and moist. When we
couple and come together ... I will with flattery
take your soul from you."
A German engraving from 1628 depicting
coitus shows King Gabricius and his sister Beya
who want to embrace in order "to conceive a
son whose like is unknown to this world." This
union causes Gabricius' death, after which he
is "enclosed in her womb, so that nothing can
be seen of him. So great is her love that she has
absorbed him entire into her nature and divided
him into indivisible parts." A 17th century colour
painting shows a royal couple seeking to give birth
to a son with a red head, black eyes and white
feet, those colours serving as crucial symbols.

The Hermetic Museum: Alchemy & Mysticism
is an encyclop::edic work that unites centuries
of religious, mythological, artistic, and literary
traditions to explain many complicated nuances
surrounding alchemy. For its overwhelming
beauty it is highly recommended, but its step by-step decoding of so many arcane or misun derstood symbols will prove to be its enduring
value to students of the esoteric arts. This book
could be improved only by making it larger - not
thicker, but larger - in a coffee table size. Perhaps for the publisher's golden anniversary. t::..
Jay Hochberg is Past Master of the New Jersey Lodge
of Masonic Research and Education , No. 1786 in Trenton, New Jersey, and is a co-founder of The Masonic
Society, a non-profit educational association serving
the Craft in North America. He welcomes your further
support of esoteric studies and Masonic education
by joining either the Rose Circle Research Foundation at www .rosecircle.org or the Masonic Society at
www .themasonicsociety.com

Advanced material, important ideas
Darcy Kuntz
Paul Foster Case

The Esoteric Keys of Alchemy
lshtar Publishing, $15.95 (USA) paperback, 146pp,
ISBN 978-0-9780535-1-2

"Alchemy is really a Western variation of what
Hindus call yoga."
aul Foster Case is one of the exceptional
occultists of the 20'h century who has
not received the recognition he so rightly
deserves. I have always considered Case as a clear
and concise writer who avoided the convoluted
to explain esoteric subjects, and this book is no
exception. The material by Case is typical of his
writing style and is very informative. The book
does not really contain an introduction except a
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paragraph which states that it is" ... one of the best
modern books written on alchemy." With that in
mind, I will cover some details of this book.
The book starts simply enough with a chapter on ' What Alchemy Really Is. ' This chapter
covers the history, etymology and practices of
alchemy. Interestingly, Case writes and gives
examples that "the noun alchemy ... is derived
from Hebrew." There are some great correspondence tables that compare alchemical terms with
yoga philosophy, or Hindu thought. Also in this
chapter, Case states that there are two aspects to
alchemy: one spiritual or internal, and the other
laboratory or practical. The focus of this book is
more on spiritual alchemy than the laboratory
alchemy . TI1e next two chapters are on 'The First
Matter ' which Case terms the "Concealed of the
Concealed" and the "Existence of Existences."
Chapter IV deals with 'The 111ree [Alchemical]
Principles' of Mercury (Fool), Sulphur (Magician) and Salt (High Priestess). The final two
chapters are on 'The Element of Fire' (Prana or
One Breath) and 'TI1e Element of Water' (Single
Force or One Thing).
Although I have given a quick overview, I
do not want you to underestimate the value of
the material contained in this book. This book
contains advanced material and I feel that the
Vol.lO No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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reader should have a good understanding of Trust has been and will be printing books by well known
historians and rare material from our esoteric archives,
tarot, Hebrew and the kabbalah before tackling
as well as translating original material from other lanthis book. There are many gems in this book that
guages.
Some of this published work includes ComI have not discussed and which I feel are meant
plete Golden Dawn Cipher Manuscript (1996), Golden
to unfold when the time is right.
There are a few issues with this book that I Dawn Sourcebook (1996), The Historic Structure of the
Original Golden Dawn Temples(1999), The Golden Dawn
will discuss. Firstly, I feel that this book needs
American Source Book (2000), Sent From the Second
a good editor, as there are a number of continuity problems that should be corrected before a Order(2005), and Ancient Texts of the Golden Rosicrucians (2008). More at www.goldendawntrust.com
second edition is printed. Secondly, there is no
introduction to explain some of the more complex material and the origins of this book. For if
Enter the portal
there were an introduction, we would have dis covered this book was actually a correspondence Mike Ridpath
course which Case wrote in 1932 for his esoteric
school. This course was later expanded into a Russell Burton House
The Portal: A Story about Love, Immortality and
larger course and offered from Case's esoteric
the Philosopher's Stone
order, the Builders of the Adytum (www.bota.
org) as the Great Work. I am not even sure if the Triad Publishing, $19 .95 (USA) paperback, 206pp,
publisher realised that the course had additional ISBN 978-0-6151-5703-0
sections, but for some reason they published the
s the Chinese proverb states, "Teachers
book with less than half of the original course
open the door. You enter by yourself."
material . Hopefully some day the complete
course will be published in one book as Case had
Russell Burton House opened the door to
obviously intended it to be issued.
alchemical works with this wonderful novel, The
With all that said, I do feel that the material
Portal. This story is authentic to the alchemical
in this book should be read,. as Case discusses
tradition and gives a student w1acquainted to the
alchemical mysteries an entrance in order to start
important ideas that are not printed elsewhere.
Since this book was a correspondence course, I experiencing alchemical symbolism, both veiled
do recommend reading one chapter per week,
and unveiled. For the more experienced adept it
as it was originally intended to be read. Finally,
is a beautiful masterpiece of love set within the
there was another Paul Foster Case book recently scenario of alchemical secret societies.
published by www.lvx.org that I also recom- ,
A rather brilliant showing of humanness
mend - namely, Occult Fundamentals and Spiribetween the two initiates - lovers Richard and
tual Unfoldment - Volume 1: The Early Writings ,
Melissa - follows, as they teach two younger
with an Introduction by Paul Clarke. 1::.
students, brother and sister Adam and Mary,
about the hidden nature of things:
Darcy Kuntz is the Director of the Golden Dawn
Melissa strrveyed the room, and nodded her
Research Trust, founded in 1998. The Golden Dawn
approval before joining him [Richard] at the
Research Trust is a co-operative of Adepts whose goal
table. 'So there isn't a mess to scold me about?'
is to preserve the teachings, ritual, history , practices,
he asked, his head tilted quizzically.
documents, letters, and books of the Hermetic Order of
'Don't start with me, Richard, or I'll tell our
the Golden Dawn (as it existed between the dates 1887students how pure your thoughts are when we
1930) in quality limited edition books. The Research
are alone at night!' They laughed, smiling at
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An Invitation to Mystery...

VEGAS.VORTEX
The Vegas Vortex is
a thriving magical
community,
dedicated to
creating
events
which
celebrate
and educate
in the sacred
arts of magic,
theater, music
and dance. We
are based in Las
Vegas, Nevada.
We hast three
Alchemical Fire
Circle gatherings
a year in the Las
Vegas area:

Mysterium (February)
- Playshaps, Rituals,
Seminars,
Dream Circle,
All-Night
Fire Circle!
May Fire
(May)Outdaar
Camping Event,
Three Nights of
Peace, Lave, Fire
and Magick!

Fall Fest (October)
- Witches and
Wizard's Ball,
Bane Dance AllNight Fire Circle,
Cosmic Chill Oasis!

www.\"e~as\"ortex.com
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each other from behind cups of tea.
'My thoughts are quite pure in that they are
not adulterated; I am not thinking of anything
else!'
And in another excerpt:
Richard motioned for Melissa to get a manuscript that was on a low table beside their bed.
She spread it out on the floor and they all walked
over to look. "Here, this is the coffin." He
pointed to the bottom of a complex geometric
drawing, rendered in delicate watercolors over
black ink. "In the language of Hebrew qabala,
it is called Malkuth, you can think of it as a level
of being, or a world, if you like. Above it is a
sphere called Yesod." He indicated a violet - colored sphere just above Malkuth.
Within the narrative, Richard and Melissa
provide detailed directions for various spiritual
exercises to their students, Mary and Adam. I
thought that this was a brilliant way that the
author created a non- threatening environment
for the reader to attempt the exercises right along
with the story. The novel intertwines practical
laboratory work with the internal changes and
refinement of character needed to pursue the
Great Work.
The Portal piqued my personal interest not
only because of its in - depth look at alchemy
and the Western esoteric path, but also due to
the author's personal relationship with numerous great modern alchemists and Philosophers
of Nature, including Jean Dubius, Frater Albertus Spagyricus, Artofferus, George Fenzke, Mark
Stavish, and Jack Glass. The novel stands as a
detailed account of the investigation, experience
and understanding constituting the Western
alchemical tradition.
This book is a page - turner. Once you have
picked it up you won't want to put it down. I
was holding it throughout our Thanksgiving
Dinner. a
Mike Ridpath Mike Ridpath is a poet, esotericist and

author. He is currently pursuing his MBA in information
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security management. When his time is not occupied
with learning computer security, he stud ies alchemy,
cryptography and is a student of life.

Does God have a penis? Divine gender and
social power
Alexander Price

Ruth Rusca
Feminine Mysteries in the Bible: The Soul Teachings
of the Daughters of the Goddess

Inner Traditions I Bear and Company, $15.00 (USA)
paperback, 160pp, ISBN 978-1-59143-088-9
Dr. Christine R. Page
2012 and the Galactic Center: The Return of the
Great Mother

Inner Traditions I Bear and Company, $16.00 (USA)
paperback, 240pp, ISBN 978-1-59143-086-5
an Brown's 2003 novel, TheDa Vinci
Code, brought the concept of the Divine
Feminine fully into public awareness.
Since the 1960s and 1970s there has been an
active Goddess movement in America, parallel
with the growth of feminism. Over the follow ing pages, I will review several recent books on
the subject and offer my personal reflections on
the role of the Great Goddess in the evolution of
human consciousness.
In Feminine Mysteries in the Bible: The Soul
Teachings of the Daughters of the Goddess, Swiss
workshop leader Ruth Rusca offers a subjective,
gynocentric commentary on the stories of six
female characters from the Hebrew and Chris tian scriptures: Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, Bathsheba,
the Virgin Mary, and Mary Magdalene. The
author claims not to represent the exoteric (his torical) tradition of scriptural exegesis, but the
esoteric (mystical) approach, loosely inspired by
Jungian analytical theory. She interprets these
six Biblical characters as "Daughters of the God dess" whose worship she believes antedates the

D

rise of the oppressive Hebrew patriarchy. While
she mentions the jungian idea of an androgy nous or bisexual Divinity and appears to sup port the idea of balancing one's masculine and
feminine energies, throughout the book Rusca is
uniformly critical of men, whose spirit she sees
as representing "the killing sword of separation, " as well as injustice, abuse and war. Her
solution to the problem of historical gender
inequality is to replace the dominant patriarchy
with a dominant matriarchy and the worship of
a male God with a new cult of
the Goddess.
One of the most striking
omissions from the book is a
chapter on Eve , about whom
a strong case can be made as
a representative of ancient
Near Eastern Goddess tradi tions. There is not only the
widespread ancient associa tion of the Goddess with the
tree and serpent, but also the
story itself is specifically about
Eve's partly successful attempt
to become a Goddess. A dis cussion of the Daughters of
the Goddess in the Hebrew Bible that does not
include Eve is incomplete.
Also glaringly missing from Feminine Mys teries in the Bible is any authentic mysticism.
From the title, I expected the book to discuss
the Mystery Traditions that formed a significant
element in the background of early Christian ity (Ferguson, 2003), or to speak from the perspective of one of the numerous modern Mystery Schools that claim to continue the ancient
Goddess - based Mystery traditions (i.e. Gareth,
2008). Alternately, it could have discussed kab balah or Gnosticism, both of which are mysti cal traditions that hold a prominent position
for the Divine Feminine aspect of God. Even
if Rusca had written from a Jungian analytical
perspective, this could conceivably have been

considered mystical (Jung is said to have credited Rosicrucianism and Freemasonry as primary
sources for his own ideas - see Tilton, 2003), but
Rusca 's main sources were not Jung or Marie Louise von Franz but rather The Woman 's Ency clopedia of Myths and Secrets (Walker, 1983) and a
book of feminist religious history, The Myth of the
Goddess: Evolution of an Image (Baring and Cashford , 1993) - which together account for 40 per
cent of the book's citations.
There are many noteworthy books offering treatment of the issues
touched on in this book. Its
fans may appreciate Reinstating
the Divine Woman in Judaism by
JennyKien (2000) , which intelligently (if not persuasively)
calls for the construction of a
new Goddess - based, feminist
Judaism . Countertraditions in
the Bible: A Feminist Approach
by Ilana Pardes (1992), a former
teacher of Hebrew literature
at Princeton University, fol lows a very similar structure
to Rusca ' s book, discussing
a series of female characters
from the Hebrew Bible including Eve, Rachel,
Zipporah , Ruth , Job 's wife and the prophetess
Miriam, Moses' sister. Within Christianity, Our
Father in Heaven (Cooper, 1998) and The Promise
of the Father (Thompson, 2000) discuss the tradition of approaching God as our "Father, who
art in heaven" and the possibility of developing
an "inclusive language for God." Did God Have a
Wife? (Dever, 2005) presents a leading archae ologist's views on Goddess worship in ancient
Israel. Finally, Goddesses and the Divine Feminine
by Rosemary Radford Ruether (2005) offers an
exemplary feminist treatment of Goddess tra ditions in Western history, from ancient Israel
to the Greek Mystery Religions, New Testament
Christianity and even the ancient Aztecs. While
certainly not an exhaustive bibliography, these
Vol.10 No.1 Northern Spring I Southern Autumn
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titles can all be recommended as excellent introductions to current thoughts on gender issues in
Judaism and Christianity.
It appears in recent years that apocalyptic
thinking that is focused on the end of the Mayan
calendar in 2012 is increasingly being associated
with beliefs about the Return of the Divine Feminine. In a moment I'll examine two recent books
promoting this connection - but first I'd like to
take a brief look at the emergence of the notion
of the Divine Feminine itself.
The exact phrase, Divine Feminine, as a noun
(rather than description, i.e. the divine feminine
impulse) appears to have been used occasionally
and informally in books on Hinduism in the late
19'h and early 20'h centuries. In 1916, it appeared
as a chapter title in a book published by the Hermetic Publishing Co., Woman and Super-Woman
by A.S. Raleigh, a "Heirophant of the Mysteries of Isis" and "Official Scribe for the Hermetic
Brotherhood [of Atlantis]." I assume this is the
Hermetic Brotherhood of Atlantis, Luxor and
Elephantae founded by Dr. and Mrs. W.P. Phelon.
Here the author heaps lavishing praise on the
fairer sex, proclaiming:
"For ages woman has been ground down and
oppressed by the tyranny of man ... Her powers
have been kept enchained, so that, while her
will is all powerful, she has been taught to obey
instead of commanding obedience on the part
of man ... woman is the only possible Savior of
the race. She is not the weaker sex, she is the
stronger sex. Woman is not the inferior of man;
she is his superior."
In any case, Raleigh's writings establish a
clear and early link between beliefs about the
Divine Feminine and Mayan cosmology (c.f.
Raleigh, 1915).
The next significant appearance of the phrase
Divine Feminine was in the title of the 1984 book
The Divine Feminine: The Biblical Imagery of God
as Female by Christian feminist author Virginia
Ramey Mollenkrott. In 1996 the phrase, Return
of the Divine Feminine, appeared as a chapter
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title in The Divine Feminine: Exploring the Feminine
Face of God Around the World by Andrew Harvey
and Anne Baring. Dan Brown, in his turn, credited his notion of the Sacred Feminine to writer
Margaret Songbird, whose 1993 book, The Woman
with the Alabaster Jar, argued (after Baigent &
Leigh's Ho!Y Blood, Ho!Y Grail) that Jesus and Mary
Magdalene married and produced a royal European genetic lineage.
Drunvalo Melchizedek's two volume Ancient
Secret of the Flower of Life familiarised readers
around the world with sacred geometry and
Drunvalo's popular Mer-ka-ba meditation
technique. It presented many ideas - such as
dimensional shifts and the alleged practices of
ancient Egyptian Mystery Schools - that were
exciting and new to many readers. In contrast,
I personally found his 2003 follow up, Living
in the Heart: How to Enter into the Sacred Space
Within the Heart, to be something of a let down
(I am surprised to see, however, that 21 of 23
reviewers on Amazon.com gave it five stars,
while the other two gave it four). Here Drunvalo announced that he'd learned the errors of
his former masculine over-intellectualisation of
spirituality and had embraced the more feminine path of feeling - Living in the Heart. In his
most recent book, Serpent of Light: Beyond 2012:
The Movement of the Earth's Kundalini and the Rise
of the Female Light, 1949-2013, Drunvalo takes this
to a new extreme, telling the story of how indigenous people around the globe are participating
in a sacred shift of power from male to female
leadership as our world's kundalini energy completes a 13,000 year cycle.
It seems odd that his name is not mentioned
in a new book by Dr. Christine R. Page, 2012 and
the Galactic Center: The Return of the Great Mother.
It is inconceivable that he was not a major influence on Page's thought -which ranges from
the Christ consciousness grid to Platonic solids,
alchemy and the precession of the equinoxes.
Astronomy figures prominently in Page's book,
and she draws heavily upon religious mythology

from a variety of traditions, including Hindu,
Christian, Egyptian and many others. This is an
admirable feature of her writing - although it:
is creative and intelligent, the bulk of it is not
drawn from the author's imagination but from
established mystical traditions.
While Page was not as careful as I might
have liked her to be in choosing some of her
sources (Osman Ahmed, John Major Jenkins,
Barbara Marciniak, Zecharia Sitchin, Wikipedia and, to my consternation, The Woman's
Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets), she is clearly
of formidable intelligence and seems sincerely
devoted to understanding the Universe's mysteries, rather than pursuing a personal agenda.
Unlike so many other authors on the subject,
she does not give the impression that her interest in the Goddess is a veil for covert misandry;
rather she seems genuinely to believe that men
and women go through a comparable process
of consciousness evolution and that neither
is inherently better or worse than the other
(although she does throw in the occasional dig
at patriarchy). Overall it is a well written book
that fills a gap in the literature and may serve as
a launching-point for further independent study
of the interesting subjects it discusses. Interested readers should also consult the extensive
information compiled by Drs. Janae and Barry
Weinhold at www.weinholds.typepad.com/
main/2012_and_the_dimensional_shift
The nth_ 12th century Buddhist saint Machik
Labdron offered a uniquely incisive exposition
on the meanings of the words God and Demon.
Although they may refer to entities that are
genuinely "out there" independent of our own
minds, she pointed out that when we use these
words we are not referring to attributes that
belong to the external entities themselves, but
rather we use them to describe how the entities
relate to ourselves. By God we mean an entity that
has power greater than our own, and by Demon
we mean an entity that behaves contrary to our
wishes. I believe that this is a critical distinction

to make in the emerging dialogue on the Return
of the Divine Feminine. Where did the Goddess
go, whence She is just now returning? If Her
status as a Divine Being depends upon human
opinions, She isn't really much of a Goddess, is
She? No, what we mean by Return of the Divine
Feminine is simply that human females (within
the limited circle of our awareness) are becoming socially empowered. Implicitly, to turn God
into a female is to redeem the oppressed female
ego. This, of course, is not to belittle the valid
grievances of women throughout history, but
only to point out that the dialogue on the Divine
Feminine has very little to do with knowing the
Divine and everything to do with social power.
If it is true, as Drunvalo Melchizedek reports,
that the planet is undergoing a shift of energy
from patriarchal dominance to matriarchal dominance, I do not see this as a significant change
in the structure of our world. In the science of
kundalini yoga, it is taught that the human body
also has subtle channels, called ida and pingala,
which are thought of as masculine and feminine
polarities of the body's energy. These, too, are
said to shift the body's energies back and forth in
roughly 90 minute cycles. It is a natural process
that isn't viewed with any special reverence,
any more than digestion is. However, what is
viewed as a highly important accomplishment is
for the yogi to clear the blockages in this subtle
system and allow the kundalini energy to ascend
through the central channel (sushumna) rather
than cycling through its normal alternations.
With this in mind, I'd like to observe that
a shift in power from men to women, while it
may feel temporarily gratifying within the context of a recent imbalance of power in men's
favour, would not solve the fundamental problem of the imbalance of power. It would just be
a continuation of the endless cycle of samsara,
the wandering between extremes of happiness
and suffering. Having been separated from a
social feminine aspect for a while, we exaggerate
Her good qualities and gloss over Her negative
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ones; simultaneously, we exaggerate the nega tive qualities of the masculine aspect and ignore
everything that is good about Him. What I
believe would be truly revolutionary would be
to adapt a new kind of identity that is neither
male nor female, but embraces both as distinct
elements of one humanit_y. The world's administration is a topic for another article; spiritually, such souls would not perceive one gender
as inherently superior but would recognise that
all people are capable of both great honour and
great atrocity. This perspective, I believe, is
intimately related to the Gnostic concept of the
s_yz_yg_y, the complementary rather than antagonistic pairs of opposites; the tantric imagery
of the Buddha and consort in non - dual union;
the Hindu iconography of Ardhanarishvara,
God as half- male and half-female, Shiva and
Shakti united.
Although deeply interested in feminist criti cism, and recognising the need to redress his torical injustices, I do not consider myself a sup porter of the feminist cause but of the human
cause, and I see the world's rich mystical traditions as holding the keys to peace and happiness
for all the world's beautifully diverse people. 1::..
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Modern Magister
Jeannie Radcliffe

She graduated from Adelaide University in 2004
with a Bachelor of Arts, after stud ies in psychology, history, Latin and having majored in anthro pology with a focus on historical Western and
Chinese alchemy. A mother of two, she recently
became a grandmother for the second time. Jeannie is one of very few female practitioners of the
Royal Art as it stands today and continues to teach
regular classes, pursuing her private interests and
practical research with the help and support of her
be loved Frater Mysticus.

eannie Radcliffe was born in Auckland, New
Zealand in 1956. From early childhood she
had a strong interest in the unseen forces that
influence and inform all and everything. In her
teens, astrology, behavioral psychology, history,
and clairvoyance were just a few interests. Her
nrst contact with alchemy was her introduction to
inner alchemy via Shaikh Abdullah lsa Neil Dougan
through the tradition of Naqshbandi Sunsm and
G.l. Gurdjieff. After moving to Australia in 1981, she
worked for the Women's Art Movement, organising exhibitions and shows. She is an author and
artist in her own right, publishing a small volume
of prose, Dark Moon, in 1983 and contributing to
various small publications. In 1984 she became a
student of the Paracelsus College founded in Australia by Frater Albertus Spagyricus and developed
a keen interest in practical laboratory work. Jeannie was one of a small number of students selected
for in-house teacher training. Since becoming
administrator of the College in 1990, Jeannie has
been responsible for the continuation of the oral
tradition through the vehicle of the Paracelsus
College (visit www.paracelsuscollege.org.au).
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How would you explain or define alchemy? Is
alchemy the same as spagyrics?
On a theoretical basis I was taught the concept that not only is alchemy the Mother of all
the Arts and Sciences but it is also the Art and
Science of Evolution.
Spagyrics is an archetypal process that is
happening in Nature continuously. It is, in fact,
the cycle of life itself. Whatever you observe is
either dissolving or coagulating, breaking down
or building up . It is how Nature works and is so
common that it is overlooked. It is also happening
within everyone and on an external level, such
as when a person separates from their domestic
life, cohobates with work or some other aspect
and at the end of the day again separates from ,
to reunite with their other life. Tills is followed
by a sleeping- waking cycle: again, a separation
and cohobation. All tills produces barely perceptible changes in the individual such as aging,
but could hardly be called alchemical.
The illdden in1petus that takes tills process
from the natural to the supranatural is the act of
purihcation. Tills is the application of the Secret
Fire so vital to alchemy, and is what separates
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the essential from the non-essential. This act
has the potential to turn a barely conscious routine into a process of growth and evolution, and
taking it to the alchemical level of operating.
It is the conscious manipulation of the natural cycle of solve et coagula by the gesture of the
turning of this wheel and speeding the rotation
that hastens the evolutionary process many
times, until the matter becomes fixed in the
ultimate state of fulnlment of its potential. This
then is the door to alchemy.
As far as products are concerned, a spagyric
substance is one that needs to be taken regu larly in order to maintain its effects whereas an
alchemical product would only need to be used
once for a permanent change .
One of the main ideas that has lead to the
muddying of the waters of understanding is
the association of chrysopoeia (from the Greek
khruson, gold, and poiein, to make) to the concept of alchemy. That gold making has overshadowed many other aspects of alchemy is
not a recent development and most people stiU
believe that this is what alchemy is all about. In
this sense, even a cyclotron could be considered as a practising alchemist - but that is, of
course, ridiculous.
What is the origin of your interest in, and practice of, alchemy and/or spagyrics?
Well, one could say it was because I lost my
mother when I was very young. Coming to terms
with the mystery of life and death was a decisive factor in the direction of my interests in this
life. I have never had much of an inclination to
pursue the accumulation of physical trappings,
by far preferring the search for knowledge and
understanding - perhaps it was that vague something missing inside myself that was calling out
to be manifest. Perhaps it was a love of Nature.
Having lived and grown up in an actively volcanic area with boiling, bubbling mud and min eral springs coming straight out of the Earth,
the immanence of Nature contributed to an
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awareness of the intensity of natural processes.
My breakthrough into laboratory or external alchemy came when I met Ril< Danenberg.
Since he was a teenager, Rik had been a student of Frater Albertus Spagyricus . We had an
instantaneous connection and found many a,reas
of common understanding. The rest is history
really: within three months we were helping
set up the Paracelsus College in new premises
in Melbourne, getting ready to do classes and
transforming a very dilapidated garage into a
viable working laboratory.
When I first did Prima, it was such an epiph any of coming home and that was what I had
been looking for. I did every single class that I
could, repeating them all a number of times. No
amount of book reading could ever substitute for
the holistic experience of the oral tradition. One
can get a certain amount of information from
reading, but it is always one din1ensional and
open to interpretation. For example, whatever
you are reading into what is written on a page is
based upon your experience, .which may consist
entirely of mental constructs and no practical
experience whatsoever. Whereas when you
participate physically, mentally, emotionally
and spiritually, it becomes a multidimensional
experience. People may not remember a book
they read 20 years ago, but I have met a lot of
people for remember Prima as a pivotal experience in their life. Those practical laboratory
experiences had a profound and lasting effect on
me. So here I am, perpetuating the possibility
for others to be able to experience this utterly
unique Work.
Which alchemist or spagyricist - canonical or
contemporary - has most influenced you?
Frater Albertus Spagyricus was a great teacher
who has had a profound effect on the alchemists
and spagyricists of the English speal<ing world.
Even though he never called himself an alche mist, alchemy was implicit in his Work.
Frater Albertus developed this teaching

"... there are very few original
thinkers, and the legacy of
Albertus has spawned a lot
of people who duplicate his
ideas without understanding
that he taught the bare
bones of a system that
students were supposed to
use to develop thei r own
understanding of the Work;
to use the techniques to
further open up the depth
and breadth of that which is
possible in this Great Work."

The laboratory space of Jeannie Radcliffe,
shared with the Parace lsus College and her
co-worker Rik Danenberg

system in an attempt to free alchemy from
the control of secret societies and pseudo-esoteric influences . The Paracelsus College is an
oral tradition specifically set up to create conscious assistants; that is, people who are con sciously able to participate in the Great Work
of the Evolution of mankind into humanity . It
was Albertus' wish that spagyrics I alchemy I
parachemistry in all aspects become a serious
area of study by scholarly institutions; that
the properties of the products be scientifically
researched in order to dispel many of the myths
and grandiose clain1s that keep alchemy on the
fringes . On the down side, there are very few

original thinkers, and the legacy of Albertus has
spawned a lot of people who duplicate his ideas
without understanding that he taught the bare
bones of a system that students were supposed
to use to develop their own understanding of the
Work; to use the techniques to further open up
the depth and breadth of that which is possible
in this Great Work.
Frater Albertus was not just a lab worker; he
worked with people on different levels. This is
particularly true of the last few years of his life,
after the transition of the Paracelsus Research
Society (P.R.S.) into Paracelsus College. There
were a number of changes, including the
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direction of his inner work, that had more in
common with the G. I. Gurdjieff concept of the
work on oneself and the Sufi tradition of the
Alchemy of the Heart, and moving away from
the ritual working as practiced in the Western
occult I magical traditions.
Which alchemical or spagyrical text or book canonical or contemporary - has most ben-

somewhat artificial, as we do not have pets or
small children. This means that there are always
macerations and circulations sitting on top of the
heater in winter or sunm1er heat, an incubating
sand bath for digestion and slow distillations in
the lounge where we can keep an eye on things,
and fermentations and vinegars in the kitchen.
Some tinctures and herbal salts are even part of
the culinary repertoire.

efited your operative work?

I would have to say the most helpful have
been my own lab and class notes since they
are based on work that I have actually done,
whether on my own or under direction from
others. I have often returned to them and found
another little key hidden in what I didn't understand before. Unlike all the other books, these
are irreplaceable.
Describe your ideal laboratory.

My ideal laboratory is not a real possibility since all the disparate elements do not
exist in the same spacetime continuum on this
planet. So I'll just go with extrapolating on
improvements to what already exists: besides
more space, a few bigger heating mantles
would be really useful, as would some modern
analytical equipment.
Describe your current laboratory.

My current laboratory consists of two rooms
and a storeroom separate from the house. There
is a covered area outside for grinding and pounding operations. There is another area for doing
calcination, incineration, etc. We use a water
recycling system for cooling the condensers
that was developed many years ago to take into
account the Australian conditions.
I share the lab with the Paracelsus College
and my co - worker Rik, as the lab is focused
mainly around teaching in addition to our own
research.
The whole house and garden is a part of the
lab and the separation between life and lab is
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What advice would you impart to an aspiring
alchemist or spagyricist?

Observe EVERYTHING, as it is , including
oneself, without fantasy or prejudice. Observe
the true timing of the seasons of Nature. Learn
the right and judicious application of the
degrees of fire. Never lie to yourself about your self or anything else. Be skeptical and learn to
discriminate and to recognise subtle signs and
differences. If something sounds too good to
be true , it probably is. Take copious notes and
label everything. Practice, practice, practice.
You don't need much more than basic kitchen ware to become skilled in processes such as fer mentation as well as calcination, evaporation,
and crystallisation. With a bit of improvisation
and innovation, most types of equipment can be
constructed at fractions of the retail cost. Don't
be limited by those who tell you that alchemy
is only about the search for the Philosopher's
Stone, the Philosophical Mercury or the Elixir
of Youth, or that spagyrics is only about herbs .
Examine history and the multifaceted lives and
interests of the Lovers of Sophia. Try to deter mine what is the Essence in any matter or situation. In order to do this you need to learn to
sharpen and focus your mind so as not to be
distracted by superfluities: there are a lot of
fads around.
Cultivate compassion and nurture con science, as these are the qualities of the Soul,
which in the final distillation called Death,
joins with the Spirit, leaving the dross behind.
TI1erein lies true Immortality. A
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